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Abstract
Molecular Computation (MC) is massively parallel computation where data is stored and processed
within objects of molecular size. Biomolecular Computation (BMC) is MC using biotechnology techniques,
e.g. recombinant DNA operations. In contrast, Quantum Computation (QC) is a type of computation
where unitary and measurement operations are executed on linear superpositions of basis states. Both
BMC and QC may be executed at the micromolecular scale by a variety of methodologies and technologies.
This paper surveys various methods for doing BMC and QC and discusses the considerable theoretical and
practical advances in BMC and QC made in the last few years. We compare bounds on key resource such
as time, volume (number of molecules times molecular density), energy and error rates achievable, taking
particular note of the scalability of these methods with the size of the problem solved. In addition to NP
search problems and database search problems, we enumerate a wide variety of further potential practical
applications of BMC and QC.
We observe that certain problems (e.g., NP search problems), if solved with polynomial time bounds,
requires exponentially large volume for BMC, so BMC does not scale well to solve very large NP search
problems. However, we describe a number of applications (e.g., search within large data bases and simulation of parallel machines) where the volume grows polynomial.
Also, we note that the observation operation of QC, which is a fundamental operation of QC used for
obtaining classical output, may potentially suffer from exponentially large volume requirements. Observation operations in quantum physics are generally done by a macroscopic measurement apparatus, and the
original formulations of QC implicity assumed that macroscopic measurement apparatus would be used
for QC. However, if the measurement apparatus is very small, it will be subject to quantum effects. At
this time, no one has demonstrated or proved that the observation operation (for a quantum system with
n entangled qubits) can even be approximated within a larger unitary quantum system in volume growing
less than exponentially with n. Hence it is unknown whether QC (with the observation operation) scales
to even moderate numbers of qubits within small volume. We pose a major open problem in QC: to
determine (i.e., provide a formal proof) whether or not observation, in a closed quantum system, can be
approximated in small volume: say, growing as a polynomial in the number of qubits.
We also discuss techniques for decreasing errors in BMC (e.g., annealing errors) and QC (e.g., decoherence errors), and volume where possible, to insure the scalability of BMC and QC to problems of large
input size. In addition, we consider how BMC might be used to assist QC (e.g., to do observation operations for Bulk QC) and also how quantum techniques might be used to assist BMC (e.g., to do exquisite
detection of very small quantities of a molecule in solution within a large volume).
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Introduction

Conventional silicon based methods for computation have made great strides in the later 20th century, both in miniaturization as well as the use of innovative architectures, e.g., parallel architectures. However, there may well be limitations
to the size of components using silicon technology, due to manufacturing limitations (e.g., the wavelength used in
lithography) or device limitations in the function of very small components.
1.0 Molecular Computation (MC). A molecule will be (somewhat arbitrarily) termed a micromolecule if it has at
most 104 atoms, and otherwise a macromolecule. We may envision in the perhaps near future doing computation at
an ultra-scale: that is submicroscopic and even micromolecular scale. In particular, we will define MC to be parallel
computation, where data is stored and processed within micromolecule size objects. Some key resource bounds for MC
are:
• time of computation (which if the computation is synchronous, this is the time duration of each operations times
the number of steps of the computation),
• volume (which if the computing media is homogeneous, this is the the number of molecules (size) times molecular
density), and
• energy.

Furthermore, we need to bound the errors of MC, to insure the computations are correct. A key issue is the scalability
of MC methods: that is by how much do these resource metrics increase with the size of the problem solved? There
is not just one way to do MC, and in fact there are a number of quite distinct alternative technologies which will be
discussed in this paper.
1.1 Biomolecular Computation (BMC). A large number of biotechnology laboratory techniques, known collectively
as recombinant DNA operations, have been developed for manipulating DNA and related techniques have been developed
to manipulate RNA and certain other bio-molecules in sophisticated ways. One basic approach to MC, which will be
termed Biomolecular Computation (BMC) is to apply such biotechnology operations to do computation. In this
approach, data may be encoded within individual molecules, for example via DNA or RNA base coding. This data
may be stored as vast numbers of DNA or RNA molecules in solution in a test tube or in solid support on a surface.
• Distributed Molecular Parallelism. In the distributed molecular parallelism (DP-BMC) paradigm for BMC, the
operations of a computation are executed in parallel on a large number of distinct molecules in a distributed manner,
using the massive parallelism inherent in BMC. Feynman [F 61] first proposed doing computation via distributed
molecular parallelism, but his idea was not tested for a number of decades.
• Initial Work in BMC. Adleman was the first to actually do an experiment demonstrating BMC, solving a small NP
search problem. NP search problems are considered intractable via conventional methods for macroscopic sequential
and parallel computation. The Hamiltonian path problem is to find a path in a graph that visits each node exactly
once. Adleman [A94] employed molecular parallelism in the solution of the Hamiltonian path problem, by forming a
set of DNA strings encoding sequences of nodes of the graph and restricting the set of sequences to only Hamiltonian
paths. The number of recombinant DNA operations grew linearly with the size of the input graph. In a lab experiment,
he tested his techniques on DNA for a 7 node Hamiltonian path problem. As previously stated, This was the first
major experimental milestone achieved in the field of BMC.
1.2 Quantum Computation (QC). Another basic approach to MC is to apply quantum mechanics to do computation. (In contrast, computations and methods not making use of quantum mechanics will be termed classical.) A
single molecule (or collection of particles and/or atoms) may have a number n of degrees of freedom known as qubits.
A basis state is associated with each fixed setting (to Boolean values) of the qubits. Quantum mechanics allows for a
linear superposition (also termed an entangled quantum state) of these basis states to exist simultaneously. Each basis
state |a > of the superposition is assigned a given complex amplitude α; this is denoted α|a >. A unitary operation is a
reversible operation on the superpositions which can be represented by a unitary matrix A (e.g., permutation matrices,
rotation matrices, and the matrices of Fourier transforms) where AAT = I. The sum of the squares of the magnitudes
of the amplitudes of all basis states is 1. This sum remains invariant due to the application of a unitary transformation.
The Hilbert space Hn is the set of all possible such linear superpositions. QC is a method of computation where various
operations can be executed on these superpositions:
• unitary operations, and
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• observation operations, which allow for the (strong) measurement of each qubit, providing a mapping from the
current superposition to a superposition where the measured qubit is assigned a Boolean value with probability
given by the square of the amplitude of the qubit in its original superposition.
• Initial Work in QC. Benioff [Ben82] and Feynman [Fey86] were the first to suggest the use of quantum mechanical
principles for doing computation. Deutsch and Jozsa [DJ92] give the first example of a quantum algorithm that gave a
rapid solution of an example problem, where the problem (for a given a black box function) is not quickly solvable by
any deterministic conventional computing machine. But their problem could be quickly solved using randomization.
Bernstein and Vazirani [BV93] then provided the first example of a fast quantum algorithm for a problem that could
not be quickly solved by conventional computing machines even using randomization. (Also see Costantini, Smeraldi
[CS97] for a generalization of Deutsch’s example and see Collins et al [CKH98] for a simplified Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm,
and see Jozsa [Joz96,Joz97,Joz98] for further work in quantum computation and complexity.)
• Surveys of QC. The following are reviews and surveys have been made of QC: Bennett [BD95a, BD95b], Barenco
[Bar96], Benio [Ben96], Brassard [Bra96,Bra98], Haroche, Raimond [HR96], Brassard [Bra97], Preskill [Pre97a], Scarani
[Sca98], Steane [Ste98], Vedral, Plenio [VP98]. Also, Williams and Clearwater [WC97] is the first text book in QC.
(Also, Taubes [Tau96] and Gershenfeld, Chuang [GC98] give popular press descriptions of QC.)
1.3 Organization of this Paper. In this Section 1 we have introduced BMC and QC. In Section 3 we discuss
resource bounds for BMC and QC, including time, volume, and energy. In Section 2 we describe mathematical models
and complexity bounds for BMC and QC. In Section 4 we discuss enabling technologies and experimental paradigms
for doing BMC and QC. In Section 5 we discuss the type of errors encountered in BMC and QCC, and methods for
decreasing errors. In Section 6 we discuss applications of BMC and QC. In Section 7 we discuss hybrids of BMC and
QC, including as an example of an applications of QC to BMC as well as an example of an application of BMC to QC.
In Section 8 we give a conclusion and acknowledgements for the paper.

2

Models and Complexity Bounds for BMC.

2.1 Models for BMC.
• Splicing Models. Splicing is a paradigm for BMC which provides a theoretical model of enzymatic systems operating
on DNA. Splicing models a solution with enzymatic actions (restrictions and the ligations) operating on DNA in
parallel in a common test tube. The DNA strands are modeled as strings over a finite alphabet. Splicing allows for the
generation of new strings from an initially chosen set of strings, using a specified set of splicing operations. The splicing
operations on the DNA are string editing operations such as cutting, appending, etc. These operations can be applied
in any order, and thus the splicing system can be considered to be autonomously controlled. Also, the operations may
be nondeterministic: a large number of possible results may be obtained from a small number of operations. Splicing
predates all other BMC paradigms and it has its roots in formal language theory [H87] and Lindenmayer systems [H92].
Pioneering work on splicing was done by Head [H92]. There is now a rather extensive literature (including thirty or so
papers) in splicing and related string rewrite systems, written by a dozen researchers, including Paun [P96a, P96b, P97]
and Paun et al [CFKP96, HPP96, PRS96], Culik and Harju [CH89] Pixton[Pi95, Pi96, Pi97], [StM97], Yokomori and
Kobayashi [YK97a, YK97b], Kim and Kyungpook [KK97]. All of these investigations were theoretical in nature, and
established the computational power of splicing systems of various sorts. For example, [HPP96] provided solution of
the characterization problem for splicing system H(Fin,Fin). A number of researchers, including Csuhaj-Varju, Freund,
Kari, and Paun [CFKP96, Kar97A, FKP98], Rothemund [Ro95], and Smith and Schweitzer [SS95] independently proved
that a universal Turing Machine can be simulated by recombinant DNA operations in splicing models. Also, Kari,
Paun, Rozenberg, Salomaa, Yu proved that DNA sticker systems are universal [KPRS98]. Garzon and Jonoska, [GJ98]
(also see Fu, Beigel [FB98]) characterize the complexity of splicing with strands of bounded length, to be PSPACE.
Manca et al [ADL+98] give some further splicing models and Conrad [Con98] considers context free and context
sensitive splicing methods. Margenstern and Rogozhin [MR98] consider time-varying splicing systems. Li [Li98]gives
an algebraic characterization of certain splicing languages. Landweber and Kari [LK98] present a splicing model for
the natural DNA editing and compression that occurs in certain protozoa. Surveys of DNA computing in the context
of the splicing model are given by Kari [Kar98, Kar97B, Kar96] and Kari, Sakakibara [KarS97].
In summary, splicing provided the first theoretical studies of BMC and and has contributed to our understanding
of the potential power of BMC. It has evolved to be a very active subfield of formal language theory. At this time,
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splicing is primarily a theoretical rather than an experimental area of BMC.
• Models for Distributed Molecular Parallelism.
– Test Tube and Memory Models. Lipton [L94] defined the first abstract model of BMC that takes into account
distributed molecular parallelism. The elements of his test tubes are strings as in the case of DNA. His model allowed
a number of operations on test tubes to be executed in one lab step. The subsequent Memory model of Adleman [A95]
refined the model of Lipton by restricting the set of operations to the following:
Merge: Given tubes T1 , T2 , produce the union T1 ∪ T2 .
Copy: Given a tube T1 , produce a tube T2 with the same contents.
Detect: Given a tube T , say ’yes’ if T contains at least one element and say ’no’ if it contains none.
Separation: Given a tube T1 and a word w, produce a tube T2 with all elements of T1 that contain w.
– A Surface-Based Model for BMC. An abstract model of surface-based BMC computation has been developed
by [LGCCL+96] (comparable with Lipton and Adelman’s models), and it is shown that the surface-based model is also
capable of general circuit simulation.
– A Parallel Associative Memory Model for BMC. This is a very high level model proposed by Reif [R95] which
(i) allows any of the operations for the Memory model of Adleman to be executed in one step, and also (ii) has a
Parallel Associative Matching (PA-Match) operation, which provides for the combination of all pairs of DNA strings
with subsequences that have a complementary match at a specified location. This PA-Match operation is very similar
to the data base join operation.
– A Recombinant DNA Model for BMC. Is a low level model for BMC proposed by Reif [R95] which allows
operations that are abstractions of very well understood recombinant DNA operations and provides a graph representation, known as a complex, for the relevant structural properties of DNA. To insure realism, the RDNA model allows
complementary pairing of only very short sequences of DNA in constant time. Reif [R95] showed that the PA-Match
operation of the PAM model can be simulated in the RDNA model with a slow down which is linear in the pattern
match length.
– Other Models of BMC. Yokomori and Kobayashi [YK97b] developed a model of BMC based on equality checking,
which may be related to the PAM model. Kurtz, Mahaney, Royer, and Simon [KMRS96] formulated a model of BMC
which takes into account solution concentrations.
– Speed-Ups using Molecular Parallelism. Beaver [BeA95] and Reif [R95] (also Papadimitriou [P95]) independently proved that any linear space bounded sequential computation can be exponentially speeded up by PMC; in
particular, they showed that sequential Turing Machine computations with space s and time 2O(s) can be simulated by
BMC in polynomial time. All their proofs made use of a pointer jumping technique (this pointer jumping technique
dates to the 1978 work of Fortune and Wyllie [FW 78], who gave a parallel simulation of a space bounded TM by a
PRAM) which required a large volume to implement in BMC. The paper of [R95] proved this speed-up result for the
(very high level) PAM model, and then [R95] described in detail its implementation by recombinant DNA operations
in the RDNA model. The proof of [B95] used a DNA string-editing operation known as site-directed local mutagenesis (see [WGWZ92], page 192-193, [OP94], page 191-206, and Chapter 5 of [SFM89]) to implement pointer jumping.
Khodor and Gifford [KG98] have recently implementated BMC methods using programmed mutagenesis.
– Molecular PRAMs. A Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) is a parallel machine with a large shared
memory. It is CREW if its memory allows concurrent reads and exclusive writes. This same technique of pointer
jumping is essential also for Reif’s [R95] molecular simulation of a CREW PRAM. Given a CREW PRAM with time
bound D, with M memory cells, and processor bound P, [R95] showed that the PRAM can be simulated in the PAM
model using t PA-Match operations as well as O(s log s) PAM operations where s = O(log(P M )) and t = O(D + s).
This result immediately implied that in t = O(D + s) PAM steps, one can evaluate and find the satisfying inputs to a
Boolean circuit constructable in s space with n inputs, unbounded fan-out, and depth D. Subsequently, Ogihara and
Ray [OR97b] obtained a similar result as [R95] for parallel circuit evaluation, implicitly assuming a model similar
to the PAM model. (Also see [HA97] for BMC methods for parallel evaluation of a Boolean µ-formulas.) To allow
the PRAM to use shared global memory, we need to do massively parallel message (DNA strand) routing. As a
consequence, the volume bounds for this simulation of a PRAM required volume growing at least quadratically with
size of the storage of the PRAM. Gehani and Reif [GR98a] propose a MEMS micro-flow device technology that requires
a substantial decreased volume to do the massively parallel message routing required for the shared memory operations
of the PRAM.
2.2 Models and Complexity Bounds for QC.
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• Quantum TMs and other Automata. Deutsch [Deu85b] gave the first formal description of a quantum computer, known as a quantum TM. The tape contents of the TM are qubits. Quantum configurations of the QTM are
superpositions of (classical) TM configurations. A transition of the QTM is a unitary mapping on quantum configurations of the QTM. Thus, a computation of the QTM is a unitary mapping from the initial quantum configuration
to the final quantum configuration. Various papers generalize machines and automata to the quantum case. Moore,
Crutchfield [MC97] propose quantum finite-state and push-down automata, and regular and context-free grammars,
and they generalize several formal language and automata theorems, e.g. pumping lemmas, closure properties, rational
and algebraic generating functions, and Greibach normal form. Kondacs and Watrous [KW97] partially characterize
the power of quantum finite state automata. Dunlavey [Dun98] gives a space-efficient simulation of a deterministic finite
state machine (FSM) on a quantum computer (using Grover’s search algorithm discussed below). Watrous [Wat95]
investigates quantum cellular automata and Dürr et al [DTS96,DS96] give decision procedures for unitary linear (one
dimensional) quantum cellular automata.
• Quantum Complexity Classes and Structural Complexity. Berthiaume, Brassard [BB92a] survey open QC
structural complexity problems (also see Berthiaume [Ber95]). QC can clearly execute deterministic and randomized
computations with no slow down. P (NP, QP, respectively) are the class of problems solved by deterministic (nondeterministic, quantum, respectively) polynomial time computations. Thus QP is the quantum analog of the time efficient
class P. It is not known if QP contains NP, that is if QC can solve NP search problems in polynomial time. It is also
not known whether QP is a superset of P, nor if there are any problems QC can solve in polynomial time that are not
in P (but this is true given quantum oracles; see Berthiaume, Brassard [BB92b, BB94], Machta [MAC98], van Dam
[Dam98a, Dam98b] for complexity bounds for computing with quantum oracles).
• Bounded Precision QC. Practical implementations of QC most likely will need to be done within some bounded
amplitude precision, and with this motivation Bernstein, Vazirani [BV93,BV97] investigated the power of QTMs that
have bounded amplitude precision. Let BQP be the class of polynomial time QTM computations that are computed
within amplitude precision bounded by an inverse polynomial in the input size. Most of the algorithms we will mention
(such as Shor’s) are in the class BQP. [BV93, BV97] showed that BQP computations can be done using unitary
operations with a fixed irrational rotation. Adleman et al [ADH97] improved this to show that BQP can be computed
using only unitary operations with rational rotations, and that BQP is in the class PSPACE of polynomial space
computations of (classical) TMs.
• Quantum Gates. A set of Boolean gates are universal if any Boolean operation on arbitrarily many bits can be
expressed as compositions of these gates. Toffoli [Tof80] defined an extended XOR 3-bit gate (which is an XOR gate
condition on one of the inputs and is known as the Toffoli gate) and showed that this gate, in combination with certain
1-bit gates, is universal. A set of quantum qubit gates are universal for Boolean computations for QC if any unitary
operation on arbitrarily many qubits can be expressed as compositions of these gates. Deutsch defined the extended
quantum XOR 3-qubit gate (known as the Deutsch-Toffoli gate) and proved this gate, in combination with certain one
qubit gates, is universal. Barenco [Bar95], Sleator et al [DMS+95], Barenco et al [BBC+95], and DiVincenzo [DiV95]
proved the 2-qubit XOR gates with certain 1-qubit gates can implement the Deutsch-Toffoli gate, so are universal for
QC (also see Smolin and DiVincenzo [SD95], DiVincenzo et al [DiV96, DS98], Poyatos et al [PCZ96], Mozyrsky et
al [MPH96a,MPH97, MPH98], Poyatos et al [PCZ96]), Lloyd [Llo97c] then proved that almost any 2-qubit quantum
logic gate (with certain 1-qubit gates) is universal for QC. Monroe et al [MMK95], DiVincenz et al [DVL98] gave
experimental demonstrations of quantum gates. [Deu89] defined a quantum computing model known as a quantum
gate array which allows execution of a (possibly cyclic) sequence of quantum gates, where each input is a qubit, and
each gate computes a unitary transformation.
• Quantum Circuits. Yao [Yao93] restricted the concept to (acyclic) quantum circuits which are a generalization of
Boolean logic circuits for quantum gates. It suffices that a quantum circuit use only these universal gates. Yao [Yao93]
proved that QTM computations are equivalent to uniform quantum circuit families.
Aharonov et al [AKN97] discusses a generalization of quantum circuits to allow mixed states, where measurements
can be done in the middle of the computation, and showed that such quantum circuits are equivalent in computational
power to standard quantum circuits. This generalized an earlier result of Bernstein and Vazirani [BV93,BU97] that
showed that all observation operations can be pushed to the end of the computation, by repeated use of a quantum
XOR gate construction.
• Quantum Parallel Complexity Classes. Let NC (QNC, respectively) be the class of (quantum, respectively)
circuits with polynomial size and polylogorithmic depth (that is, with depth O(log O(1) n)). Thus QNC is the quantum
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analog of the processor efficient parallel class NC. Moore, Nilsson [MN98a] define QNC and show various problems are
in QNC, for example they show that the quantum Fourier transform can be parallelized to linear depth and polynomial
size.
• Lower Bounds on Quantum Communication. Cleve et al [CDN+98] prove linear lower bounds for the quantum
communication complexity of the inner product function, and give a reduction from the quantum information theory
problem to the problem of quantum computation of the inner product. Knill, Laflamme [KL98] characterize the
communication complexity of one qubit.
• Quantum Logics and Algebraic Semantics. Various logics have been developed for reasoning about quantum
computations, Including logics using lattices Malhas [Mal94], and modal logics. Malinowski [Mal94] has considered a
quantum logic and shown that it has no decision procedure. Havel [Hav98] gives a geometric algebra (with multiple
particles) for expressing the operations of a Bulk QC.
• Quantum Programming Languages and Their Compilers. Malhas [May96] defines a quantum version of the
lambda calculus (the lambda calculus is a formal programming system similar to lisp) and Malhas [May97] shows that
it can efficiently simulate quantum computations. Tucci [Tuc 98] describes a procedure for compiling unitary quantum
transformations into elementary 2-qubit gates.

3

Resource Bounds

In this paper, we discuss many applications of BMC and QC which provide advantages over classical methods of
computation.
For these advantages to be practical, we need to determine that there are no unfeasible large resources required by
BMC and QC. Here we review of the resource bounds of quantum computing as compared with the resources required
by classical methods for computation.
The energy consumption, processing rate, and volume, are all important resources to consider in miniaturized and
mobile computing devices, and in particular molecular scale computations. Conventional electronic supercomputers of
the size of a work station operate in the range of 10−9 Joules per operation, at up to about 50 giga-ops per second,
with memory of about 10 to 100 giga-bytes, and in a volume of about 10 cm2 .
3.1 Resource Bounds for BMC
• Energy Bounds for BMC.
– Energy Consumption and Reversible Computation. Reversible computations are computations where each
state transformation is a reversible function, so that any computation can be reversed without loss of information.
Landauer [Lan61] showed that irreversible computations must generate heat in the computing process, and that reversible computations have the property that if executed slowly enough, they (in the limit) can consume no energy
in an adiabatic computation. Bennett [Ben73] (also see Bennett, Landauer [BL85], Landauer [Lan96]) showed that
any computing machine (e.g., an abstract machine such as a Turing Machine) can be transformed to do reversible
computations. Bennett’s reversibility construction required extra space to store information to insure reversibility; Li,
Vitanyi [LV96] give trade-offs between time and space in the resulting reversible machine.
Many recombinant DNA operations such as denaturing and annealing, are reversible, so they require arbitrarily
small energy (they require heating or cooling, but this can be done using heat baths). Other recombinant DNA
operations such as separation, do not seem to be reversible, and use approximately 10−19 Joules per operation.
• Volume Bounds for BMC. A small amount of water can contain a vast number of DNA molecules. A reasonable
solution concentration to do recombinant DNA operations is 5 grams of DNA per one liter of water. Then a liter of
water contains in solution about 1021 DNA bases. For an associative memory (see Baum [B95]) of this scale, we can
provide a few bytes of memory per DNA strand, by use of at most 100 base pairs per DNA strand. Thus a liter of
solution provides an associative memory with 1019 to 1020 bytes, which is 107 to 108 tera-bytes. It is important to
note that the scale of the BMC approach is limited by the volume. Known BMC techniques can solve any NP search
problem in time polynomial in the input size, but require volume which grows linearly with the combinatorial search
space, and thus exponentially with the input size (However, some recent approaches (Hagiya and Arita [HA97] and
Cukras et al [CFL+98]) to solving NP search problems via BMC have decreased the volume by iterative refinement of
the search space).
• Processing Rate Bounds for BMC. The time duration of the recombinant DNA operations such as annealing,
which depends on hybridization, is strongly dependent on the length of sequences to be matched and may also depend
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on temperature, pH, solution concentration, and possibly other parameters. These recombinant DNA and other
biotechnology operations can take from a few seconds up to 100 minutes. A DNA strand may need 1, 000 base pairs
to encode a processor state and so a liter of solution encodes the state of approximately 1018 distinct processors. Since
a liter of water contains in solution about 1021 DNA bases, the overall potential for BMC using DNA is 1015 to 1016
operations per second in the liter of solution, which is 1, 000 tera-ops. While this number is very large, it is finite, so
there is a finite constant upper limit to the enhanced power of MC using BMC within moderate volume. Nevertheless,
the size of this constant is so large that it way well be advantageous in certain key applications, as compared to
conventional (macroscopic) computation methods.
3.2 Resource Bounds for QC
Certain of the applications of QC (e.g., quantum cryptography) require only a small or constant number of qubits,
where as other applications (e.g., factoring and data base search) require a large number of qubits and moreover require
an observation operation at least as the final step of the QC. In particular, we will conclude that for the advantages of
QC (with a large number of qubits) to be practical for applications requiring a large number of qubits, there needs to
be determined (theoretical and practically) bounds on the volume required of observation operations. This seems to
us a major missing element in the field of QC.
• Energy Bounds for QC. The conventional linear model of QC allows only unitary state transformations and so by
definition is reversible (with the possible exception of the observation operation which does quantum state reduction).
Benioff [Ben82] noted that as a consequence of the reversibility of the unitary state transformations of QC, these
transformations dissipate no energy. The energy bounds for the observation operation are not well understood, and
depend on the technology used.
• Processing Rate of QC. The rate of execution unitary operations in QC depend largely on the implementation
technology; techniques can execute unitary operations in microseconds (e.g., Bulk NMR) and some might execute at
microsecond or even picosecond rates (e.g., photonic techniques for NMR) The time duration to do observation can
also be very short, but may be highly dependant on the size of the measuring apparatus and on the required precision
(see the below discussion on the observation operation and its volume).
• Volume Bounds for QC. In this paper we consider (perhaps more closely than usual in the quantum literature
due to our interest in MC) the volume bounds of QC. Potentially, the modest volume bounds of QC may be the one
significant advantage over other methods for MC. (In contrast, BMC methods for solving an NP search problem requires
volume growing linearly with the combinatorial search space, and thus exponentially with the input size.) Due to the
quantum parallelism (i.e., the superposition of the basis states allow each basis state to exist in parallel), the volume
would at appear to be no more that the number of qubits. This may be true, but there are a number of substantial
issues that need to be carefully considered.
– QC Observation. Recall the observation operation both provides a measurement of a qubit with a resulting state
reduction. However, the QC literature has not yet carefully considered the volume bounds for the observation operation
and as we shall see, it is not yet at all clear what the volume is required.
In spite of major works (see below) on the mathematical and physical foundations of quantum observation, the
precise nature of quantum state reduction via a strong quantum measurement remains somewhat of a mystery. Some
aspects of this issue might be purely philosophical and not affect experimental predictions; for example Everett’s [Eve57]
many-wolds interpretation of quantum mechanics (see a discussion of quantum state reduction by DeWitt [DW73] and
Deutsch [Deu85] in connection to a many-wolds interpretation of quantum mechanics). In contrast, the aspects of
quantum observation we discuss below will be concerned with its experimental predictions in the case of large scale
QC.
– Formulations. Two distinct approaches to the mathematical and physical foundations of observation have been
developed:
(a) The Copenhagen Formulation. In this formulation, the observation is simply an assumed basic operation.
The observation is considered to be done by a macroscopic measuring device. The precise size or molecular volume
of such a macroscopic measuring apparatus (say as a function of the number of qubits) is unclear. The assumptions
of the Copenhagen formulation imply that you can make the measurements required for quantum computing on a set
of n qubits by measuring each one individually, and that this can be done with n one-qubit measurement operations.
However, this is only valid in the context of a macroscopic measuring device. The case of a macroscopic measuring
device is reasonable in the context of most physics experiments that involve a large measurement device and which
involve a very few number of degrees of freedom (qubits). However, this is not the case for a number of molecular scale
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QC applications (e.g., factoring very large numbers) where the quantum computer (including its measuring device) is
to be in a very small volume and the number of qubits might be in the hundreds or larger. Hence, in the molecular
scale QC context, the Copenhagen formulation’s assumption, that observation is simply a basic operation (and not
related to a quantum unitary evolution), does not seem appropriate.
(b) The Von Neumann Formulation. The mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics as developed by von
Neumann [Neu32] differ fundamentally from the Copenhagen formulation in the case of measurement. His formulation
remains very well considered (for example note the recent reprint [Neu96]); see Cerf and Adami [CA98] for a comparison
the Copenhagen and Von Neumann formulations. Von Neumann views the measuring apparatus as well as the quantum
system measured as both part of a quantum system. Hence the evolution of the system (and resulting experimental
predictions) can be distinct from that predicted by the Copenhagen formulation of observation (which does not take
this into account since the measuring apparatus is assume in their formulation to be very large). An example of this
difference is given in Hay and Peres [HP97]. The von Neumann formulation of observation is not relevant to the vast
majority of physics experiments since (as pointed out above), their experiments generally use large measuring apparatus
and small number of degrees of freedom (qubits). But it appears very relevant to molecular scale QC.
In summary, the Copenhagen and the von Neumann formulations for observation differ in the assumed context
(macroscopic or microscopic measurement apparatus). The Copenhagen formulation for observation is can only be
used in the context of quantum physics experiments which use macroscopic measurement apparatus. Since the vast
majority of quantum physics experiments only use macroscopic measurement apparatus, it is not surprising that the
Copenhagen formulation is the most generally used formulation. The original formulations of QC implicity assumed
that macroscopic measurement apparatus would be used for QC; the Copenhagen formulation was certainly applicable
to QC that employs macroscopic measurement apparatus. However, the Copenhagen formulation does not seem to
be applicable in the context of a microscopic measurement apparatus, which is so small that it is subject to quantum
effects (and thus is within a unitary quantum system); in that context the von Neumann formulation for observation
seems to be required. Thus the Copenhagen formulation for observation is not appropriate for molecular size QC,
whereas the von Neumann formulation for observation may be appropriate for molecular size QC. (Attempts to rectify
the difference between the Copenhagen and the von Neumann formulation for observation are given in Hay and Peres
[HP97] and in Zurek [Zur91], but it appears not yet resolved.)
– Proposed Constructions Need Proofs: Note that one might be tempted to give a constructive proof, that
observation can be done on n qubits in small volume, along the following lines:
(i) Basis Step. We begin with a simple, well established experimental method for observation of a single qubit in
small quantum system with say n0 qubits, for a constant n0 . There are many other examples of experimentally
verified methods for observation, using macroscopic measurement apparatus. (For example, a number of proposed QC
architectures (e.g., the Cirac and Zoller [CZ95] proposed ion trap QC and Kane’s [Kan98] silicon-based NMR QC)
give specific descriptions of measuring apparatus that have been experimentally verified for observation of a single
qubit within a quantum computing systems with a constant number of qubits. While their measuring apparatus is
macroscopic, it still must have just some finite volume.
(ii) Inductive Step. However, then we just scale up by using the same experimental apparatus to do observation on
each of n qubits (that is, repeating the observation for each of the other qubits). This seems to result in a small volume
(perhaps even liner size) apparatus for observation.
The potential fallacy of this line of argument is that:
(a) In the basis step, the experiments of [CZ95,Kan98] did not provide bounds on the errors (or fidelity) of the
measurement as a function of the volume of the measuring apparatus.
(b) the inductive step fails to take into account quantum effects involving both the measuring apparatus and the
n qubits, as might be predicted by the von Neumann formulation of quantum measurement in the case where the
measuring apparatus is so small that it is subject to quantum effects.
That is, there needs to be given, in addition to the experimental description (which is only established for n0
qubits):
(iii) A mathematical analysis of the quantum effects (in the context of a closed unitary system) involving the measuring
apparatus as the number n of qubits grows large. In particular, there need to be determined bounds on the errors (or
fidelity) of the measurement as a function of the size of the measuring apparatus.
Without this crucial final element, the proof is certainly not complete. Since the observation operation is not
reversible, such a proof (in the context of a closed unitary system) seem unlikely to be obtainable.
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– Possible Experimental Demonstrations of Measurement: Another approach would be to experimentally
test a proposed small volume apparatus for observation on n qubits for moderate size n (say, in the rang of a few
hundred, which is required for a nontrivial factoring computation). But the experimental evidence of the volume
bounds for observation is unclear, since the QC experiments have not yet been scaled to large or even moderate
numbers (say dozens) of qubits, and there are few if any physics experiments for this case. (Shnirman, Schoen [SS98]
describe the use of a single-electron transistor to perform quantum measurements, D’Helon, Milburn [HM97] describe
quantum measurements with quantum computers, and Ozawa [Oza98] describes methods for nondestructive quantum
measurements of certain quantum computations.)
Hence, at this time that there appears to be neither a mathematical proof nor an experimental demonstration (for
even a moderately large number of qubits n) that observation can be done in small volume (in a closed quantum system).
Thus at this time, there is no evidence (either mathematical or experimental) that QC using measurement scales to
large numbers of qubits with small volume.
We next consider (but do not fully determine): Is it reasonable to expect that such a mathematical proof (or such
experimental demonstrations) of small volume quantum observation will ever be done ? We first consider a number of
related questions concerning measurement and quantum state reduction:
– Is a Quantum Observation Instantaneous? It appears not. Brune et al [BHD96] describe the progressive
decoherence of the meter in a quantum measurement.
– Is an Observation Always Reversible? It appears the answer be both no (in a narrow mathematical sense of
a state reduction), yes (for small closed state spaces), and no (in a practical sense for entanglements in a large state
space):
• By the strict mathematical definition of the state reduction due to observation, in general an observation is not
reversible. Under what conditions is a measurement reversible in the strict mathematical sense? That is, when
can we measure classical information from a quantum source (yielding a set of pure states with their probabilities
with a reduction of quantum entropy), but later be able to reverse this process to regenerate the entangled source
state ? Bennett et al [BBJ+94] show that this is possible in the very special case where the source states can
be partitioned into two or more mutually orthogonal subsets. (Other necessary and sufficient conditions for
measurements to be reversible have been proved in Bennett, et al [BBJ+94] and Chuang, Yamamoto [CY96]
describe how to regenerate a qubit if it has observable error.)
• There is experimental evidence that the physical execution of some reductions via measurement are in fact
reversible (at least in very small closed systems). Mabuchi, Zoller [MZ96] have observed inversions of quantum
jumps in very small quantum-optical systems under continuous observation, and Ueda [Ued97] compares the
notions of mathematical and physical reversibility.
• On the other hand, in the case of entanglements in a large state space, even if a measurement is in principle
reversible in a closed system due the reversible nature of the diffusion process, the likelihood of such a reverse
to the original state, within a moderate (say polynomial in n) time duration, appears to drop exponentially
with the number of qubits n. Gottfield [Got66] Diosi, Lukacs [DL94] (also see Pearle [Pea84,Pea85]) explain
quantum state vector reduction via strong measurement as a physical process, e.g, state diffusion into the atoms
of the measurement apparatus. This diffusion due to reduction may be modeled by a system similar to a rapidly
mixing markov system in probability theory, which seems to provide a very low (dropping exponentially with n)
likelihood for reversibility within a polynomial time duration. (Others have modeled measurement by a nonlinear
interactions with the environment, which are irreversible.)
– Approximate Observation Operations. An approach to this difficulty is to only do the observation operation
approximately within accuracy ǫ; this may suffice for many QC applications. However, even if the observation operation is done ǫ-approximately by unitary operations, it appears to require a number of additional qubits n′ growing
exponentially with the n, the original number of qubits of the QC. In fact, we know of no upper bound on n′ better
than 2n log(1/ǫ).
– Why Volume Bounds May Not Be Small. We now give an informal argument (it should be emphasized that the
following is not a formal proof in any sense) that even an ǫ-approximate observation can not be done in polynomial time
using small volume, where ǫ is the inverse of a polynomial. Since for n qubits, the size of the basis state space grows
as 2n in the general case, it seems reasonable to assume (e.g., where the physics of the strong measurement is modeled
by a diffusion process [Got66,DL94] that is rapidly mixing) that the likelihood of reversibility within polynomial time
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bounds drops exponentially with the number n of qubits. Thus, in the context of polynomial time computations, the
ǫ-approximate observation is assumed irreversible with high likelihood. Let us also assume that n is small (at most
a few hundreds). For sake of contradiction, let us for the moment suppose that (i) quantum computing scales to at
least moderate size (say a few tens of thousands of qubits), and (ii) an ǫ-approximate observation operation can be
done on one of n qubits by a microscopic measuring device of size n′ = nc , for a constant c, and operating within
time polynomial in n. Since n is small, the measuring device is surely of sufficiently small size so that it’s physics is
consistent with established quantum physics (for observe that if quantum computing is to scale to at least moderate
size n′ , then surely quantum effects need to hold for molecules of size n′ ). Hence we need to view the apparatus
for the observation as executing polynomial time unitary quantum computation, which is reversible, so the reverse of
the observation also executes in quantum polynomial time. Hence we have an apparent contradiction, since we have
assumed the ǫ-approximate observation is not reversible in polynomial time. (Note. This argument does not require
that the world shift at some definite size from a quantum-mechanical paradigm to a classical paradigm; instead the
argument requires that if the quantum-mechanical paradigm is valid at size n then it also is valid at some what larger
size n′ = nc .)
Due to informal nature of this argument, it only provides partial evidence that (with the above assumption), QC
with the observation operation does not scale to a large number of qubits within small volumes, and in particular
that a polynomial time ǫ-approximate observation operation requires very large volume and can not be done at the
micromolecular scale for moderate large n. It remains a major open problem in QC to provide a formal proof that
either there is large volume required for observation or there is not.
– Avoiding Observation Operations. An alternative approach is to completely avoid observation operations on the
basis that the observation operation is not actually essential to many quantum computations. (This seems somewhat
surprising, given the extensive use of the observation operation in the QC literature for both algorithms and quantum
error correction.) Bernstein and Vazirani [BV93,BU97] (by showing that any given observation operation can be
delayed to future steps by use of the using XOR operation) proved that all observation operations can be delayed to
the final step of a quantum computation. For a small ǫ > 0, let some particular qubit (of the linear superposition
of basis states) be ǫ-near classic if had the qubit been observed, the measured value would be a fixed value (either
be 0 or 1) with ǫ probability. Suppose the output of a QC consists of the observation of a subset S of the qubits;
the resulting reduced superposition will be termed the output superposition. Bernstein and Vazirani [BV93,BU97] and
Brassard et al [BH97,BHT98] observe that any QC can be repeated to insure the output qubits are ǫ-near classic in
the final output superposition after the repetitions. Note that if a QC with bounded amplitude precision is reduced
by an observation, the output qubits yield the correct value with high likelihood. Hence we may consider simply not
doing the observation reduction to a basis state in the final step; in place of this (reduced) output superposition we
simply output the non-reduced quantum state superposition of the QC that exists just prior to the final observation
step. This alternative approach can entirely eliminate the observation operation from many quantum computations,
and so provides small volume, but has the drawback of providing a non-classic output consisting of a non-reduced
quantum state superposition. The potential difficulty with this approach is as follows: if this (non-reduced quantum
state superposition) output is then processed by a classical computing machine, it may propagate unwanted quantum
effects to the classical computing machine.

4

Technologies and Paradigms

4.1 Enabling Technologies and Experimental Paradigms for BMC. An enabling technology is a technology
that allows a task to be done. Here we discuss various alternative enabling technologies for BMC and QC, and discuss
their experiment in BMC and QC using these technologies.
• Recombinant DNA Technology. In the last two decades, there have been revolutionary advances in the field of
biotechnology. Biotechnology has developed a large set of procedures for modifying DNA, known collectively known as
recombinant DNA. DNA is a molecule consisting of a linear sequence of nucleotides. There are 4 types of nucleotides,
which are complementary in pairs. A key property of DNA is Watson-Crick complementation, which allows the
binding of complementary nucleotides. DNA may be single stranded (ssDNA) or double stranded. An ssDNA has
an orientation 3′ − 8′ or 5′ − 3′ . If two ssDNA are Watson-Crick complementary and 3′ − 8′ and 5′ − 3′ oriented in
opposite directions, they are said to be sticky. At the appropriate conditions (determined by temperature and salinity,
etc.), they may hybridize into double-stranded DNA. This resulting double-stranded DNA has complementary strands
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in opposite orientation. This allows the annealing of large strands of single DNA into double DNA, and the formation
of complex 3D structures (this is known as secondary structure). The reverse process (usually induced by heating) is
the denature of complex structures into single stranded linear structures. See [MH87, PP97, W97, RDGS97, HG97]
for mathematical models of DNA hybridization and their simulation via thermodynamics. Short strands of ssDNA
of length n are sometimes called n-mers. Many recombinant DNA operations use hybridization and are specific to
a DNA segment with a prescribed n-mer subsequence. Such recombinant DNA operations include cleavage of DNA
strands, separation of DNA strands, detection of DNA strands, and fluorescent tagging of specific DNA words. In
addition, there are operations that are not specific, including ligation of DNA segments to form covalent bonds that
join the DNA strands together, merging of test tube contents, the denature operation discussed above, and separation
by molecular weight. Basic principles of recombinant DNA technology are described in [WGWZ92] [WHR87, OP94].
Detailed theoretical discussions of dynamics, thermodynamics, and structure of DNA, RNA and certain proteins are
given by [BKP90, S94, EC]. Also see [ER82, MH87] for the dynamics and chemistry of nucleic acids and enzymes.
Due to the industrialization of the biotechnology field, laboratory techniques for recombinant DNA and RNA
manipulation are becoming highly standardized, with well written lab manuals (e.g. [SFM89]) detailing the elementary
lab steps required for recombinant DNA operations. Many of those recombinant DNA operations which where once
considered highly sophisticated are now routine, and many have been automated by robotic systems. As a further
byproduct of the industrialization of the biotechnology field, many of the constraints (such as timing, pH, and solution
concentration, contamination etc.) critical to the successful execution of recombinant DNA techniques for conventional
biological and medical applications (but not necessarily for all BMC applications), are now quite well understood, both
theoretically and in practice.
• Alternative Recombinant DNA Methodologies. The most pervasive enabling biotechnology for BMC is
solution-based recombinant DNA, that is the recombinant DNA operations are done on test tubes with DNA in
solution. However, there are a number of alternative enabling biotechnologies, that allow similar and sometimes
enhanced capabilities.
– Solid Support BMC. An example of an alternative recombinant DNA methodology is the solid support of individual
DNA, for example by surface attachments. In solid support, the DNA strands are affixed to supports of some sort. In
surface-based chemistry, surface attachments are used to affix DNA strands to organic compounds on the surface of a
container. This can allow for more control of recombinant DNA operations, since this insures (i) that distinct DNA
strands so immobilized can not interact, and also (ii) allows reagents and complementary DNA to have easy access
to the DNA, and (iii) allows for easy removal of reagents and secondary by-products. Also, handling of samples is
simpler and more readily automated. Surface-based chemistry has been used in protein sequencing, DNA synthesis,
and peptide synthesis [S88]. Surface attachment methods can also be used for optical read-out (e.g., via fluorescent
tagging of specific DNA words) on 2D arrays. A possible drawback of surface attachment technology, in comparison
to solution-based recombinant DNA techniques, is a reduction on the total number of DNA strands that can be used.
– Automation and Miniaturization of BMC. MEMS is the technology of miniature actuators, valves, pumps,
sensors and other such mechanisms, and when controlling fluids it is known as MEMS micro-flow device technology.
[EE92, VSJMWR92, MEBH92]. Some of the current limits of BMC stem from the labor intensive nature of the
laboratory work, the error rates, and the large volumes needed for certain bio-molecular reactions to occur (e.g., for
searching and associative matching in wet data bases). [GR98a] (also see Ikuta [Iku96], Suyama [Suy98] for use of
micro-flow devices for various biological applications) propose the use of MEMS micro-flow device technology for BMC
which may provide several advantages: it would allow automation of the laboratory work, parallel execution of the
steps of a BMC algorithm (for improved speed and reliability), and for transport of fluids and DNA among multiple
micro-test tubes. [GR98a] provide a model for micro-flow based bio-molecular computation (MF-BMC) which uses
abstractions of both the recombinant DNA (RDNA) technology as well as of the micro-flow technology, and takes into
account both of their limitations (e.g., concentration limitations for reactants in RDNA, and the geometric limitations
of the MEMS device fabrication technology). [GR98a] also give a time and volume efficient MF-BMC architecture for
routing DNA strands among multiple micro-test tubes (this gives a substantial decrease in the volume required for the
PRAM simulation of [R95]).
• Experimental Paradigms for BMC. Even within BMC, there are a number of distinct methods to do computation:
(A) Splicing, which provides a (theoretical) model of enzymatic systems operating on DNA,
(B) Distributed Molecular Parallelism, where a operations are done on a large number of molecules in parallel,
and the operations execute within a molecule in a sequential fashion (either synchronously or asynchronous with other
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molecules),
(C) Local Molecular Parallelism, where operations are done within each molecule in a parallel fashion, and does
computation by assembly of DNA tiles, and
(D) Cellular Processing, where BMC is done using a microorganism such as bacteria to do computation, by reengineering the regulatory feedback systems used in cellular metabolism.
We now consider the experimental demonstration of each of these paradigms for BMC.
(A) Splicing. At this time, splicing is primarily a theoretical rather than an experimental area of BMC. There
are a number of practical issues (e.g., the number of distinct enzymes with distinct recognition sequences for DNA
splicing operations are limited to at most a few hundred) that may limit the scale of experimental implementations
of splicing, but it is quite possible that evolutionary techniques (using RNA enzymes) may be used to solve such
difficulties. Recently an experimental test of splicing was done by Laun and Reddy [LR97], which provided a laboratory
demonstration of splicing, testing a system with enzymatic actions (restrictions and the ligations) operating on DNA
in parallel in a test tube.
(B) The Distributed Molecular Parallelism Paradigm. In this paradigm for BMC, the operations are executed
in parallel on a large number of distinct molecules in a distributed manner, using the massive parallelism inherent in
BMC.
• NP Search using DP-BMC. As mentioned in the introduction, Adleman [A94] did the first experiment demonstrating BMC, solving the Hamiltonian path problem on 7 nodes. This and many other BMC experiments have used
distributed molecular parallelism to solve small NP search problems (see a discussion of NP search experiments in
Section 6).
• General-purpose Molecular Computers using DP-BMC. BMC machines using molecular parallelism and
providing large memories, are being constructed at Wisconsin [LGCCL+96], [CCCFF+97, LTCSC97] and USC [A95,
RWBCG+96, ARRW96]. In both projects, a large number of DNA strands are used, where each DNA strand stores
multiple memory words. Both these machines will be capable of performing, in parallel, certain classes of simple
operations on words within the DNA molecules used as memory. Both projects developed error-resistant word designs.
Successful prototyping at moderate scale of either of these machines will be a major experimental milestone in BMC.
The Wisconsin project is employing a surface to immobilize the DNA strands which correspond to the solution
space of a NP search problem. Since they are all on the same surface, all DNA strands are operated in a Single
Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) fashion. Their operations on words are restricted to mark, unmark, and destroy
operations, which suffice for certain NP search problems. A key challenge in their approach is to provide scaling to a
sufficiently large number of DNA strands within the constraints of surface attachment technology.
In contrast, the USC project uses a combination of solution-based and solid support methods, which are used to
improve the efficiency of the separation operations. In this method, the computation is done without formation and
breaking of covalent bonds. Their operations on words include the Boolean logic operations. All DNA strands within
a given test tube are operated on in a SIMD fashion. However, their approach allows splitting of the solution space
into separate test tubes, and thus potentially allows for DNA strands to be operated on in a very limited Multiple
Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) fashion, where the number of distinct instructions executed at the same time is
limited to the number of test tubes used in parallel. A key challenge in their approach, and the major focus of their
effort, is to provide for efficient error-resistant separations.
• Parallel Arithmetic. To compete with silicon, it is important to develop the capability of BMC to quickly execute
basic operations, such as arithmetic and Boolean operations, that are executed in single steps by conventional machines.
Furthermore, these basic operations should be executable in massively parallel fashion (that is, executed on multiple
inputs in parallel).
Guarnieri and Bancroft [GB96] developed a DNA-based addition algorithm employing successive primer extension
reactions to implement the carries and the Boolean logic required in binary addition (similar methods can be used for
subtraction). Guarnieri, Fliss, and Bancroft prototyped [GFB96] the first BMC addition operations (on single bits) in
recombinant DNA. This experimental work was very significant. However, it suffered from some limitations: (i) only
two numbers where added, so it did not take advantage of the massive parallel processing capabilities of BMC and (ii)
the outputs were encoded distinctly from the inputs, so it did not allow for repeated operations. Subsequent proposed
methods [OGB97, LKSR97, GPZ97, RKL98] for basic operations such as arithmetic (addition and subtraction) permit
chaining of the output of these operations into the inputs to further operations, and to allow operations to be executed
in massive parallel fashion. Rubin el al [RKL98] gave an experimental demonstration of a BMC method for chained
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integer arithmetic. This work also gave one of the first demonstrations in BMC of logically reversible computation.
An experimental demonstration of such a method for parallel arithmetic, at large scale, will be a major experimental
milestone in BMC. (See also the last subsection of Section 4 for fast local assembly methods for parallel addition and
subtraction.)
(C) The Local Assembly Paradigm. The local parallelism (LP-BMC) paradigm for BMC allows operations to be
executed in parallel on a given molecule (in contrast to the parallelism where operations are executed in parallel on a
large number of distinct molecules but execute sequentially within any given molecule). Before we describe these local
assembly techniques, we first discuss DNA nano-assembly techniques, and some previously known tiling results, which
provided the intellectual foundations for local assembly.
• DNA Nano-Fabrication Techniques. Feynman [F 61] proposed nano-fabrication of structures of molecular
size. Nanotechnology, without use of DNA, is discussed in the texts [CL92, M93]. Nano-fabrication of structures in
DNA was pioneered by Seeman (e.g., see [SZC94]) in the 1990s. His work may well be of central importance to the
progress of the emerging field of BMC. Seeman and his students such as Chen and Wang nano-fabricated in DNA (see
[ZS92, ZS94, SWLQ+96, SQLYL+96, SZDC95] and [SZC94, SC91, SZDWM+94, SQLYL+96]): 2D polygons, including
interlinked squares, and 3D polyhedra, including a cube and a truncated octahedron. Seeman’s ingenious constructions
used for basic constructive components:
– DNA junctions: i.e., immobile and partially mobile DNA n-armed branched junctions [SCK89],
– DNA knots: i.e., ssDNA knots [MDS91, DS92] and Borromean rings[MS97],
– DNA crossover molecules: i.e., DX molecules of Fu and Seeman[FS93].
Many of Seeman’s constructions used DX molecules for rigidity or dsDNA for partial rigidity. Most of the constructions utilized hybridization in solution, usually followed by ligation. The octahedron used solid-support [S88], to avoid
interaction between constructed molecules [ZS92]. See [CRFCC+96, MLMS96] for other work in DNA nano-structures.
Recently, Seeman, Liu et al [SMY+98] constructed from DNA a nanomechanical device capable of controlled movement.
• Known Tiling Results. A class of (domino) tiling problems were defined by Wang [W61] as follows: we are given
a finite set of tiles of unit size square tiles each with top and bottom sides labeled with symbols over a finite alphabet.
These labels will be called pads. We also specify the initial placement of a specified subset of these tiles, and the
borders of the region where tiles must be placed defining the extent of tiling. The problem is to place the tiles, chosen
with replacement, in all these square regions within the specified borders, so that each pair of vertical abutting tiles
have identical symbols on their contacting sides. Let the size of the tiling assembly be the number of tiles placed.
Berger [B66] (also see Buchi [B62]) proved that given a finite set of tile types, the tiling problem is undecidable if the
extent of tiling is infinite. Direct simulations of a single tape deterministic Turing Machines are given in [R71] and
[LP81], (pages 296–300). Also, [GJP77] (see [GJ79], page 257) and [LP81](pages 345–348) proved that the domino
tiling problem is NP-complete if the extent of tiling is a rectangle of polynomial size. Grunbaum, Branko, and Shepard
[GBS87] surveyed these and related results on the complexity of tiling.
• Computation via Local Assembly. Winfree [W96] proposed a very intriguing idea: to do these tiling constructions
by application of the DNA nano-fabrication techniques of Seeman et al [SZC94], which may be used for the construction
of small DNA molecules that can function as square tiles with pads on the sides. The pads are ssDNA. Recall that if
two ssDNA are sticky (i.e., Watson-Crick complementary and 3′ − 8′ and 5′ − 3′ oriented in opposite directions), they
may hybridize together at the appropriate conditions into doubly stranded DNA. The assembly of the tiles is due to this
hybridization of pairs of matching sticky pads on the sides of the tiles. We will call this innovative paradigm for BMC
unmediated self-assembly since the computations advance with no intervention by any controllers. The advantages of the
unmediated DNA assembly idea of Winfree is potentially very significant for BMC since the computations advance with
no intervention by any controllers, and require no thermal cycling. It is a considerable paradigm shift from distributed
molecular parallelism, which requires the recombinant DNA steps (which implement the molecular parallelism) to be
done in sequence. To simulate a 1D parallel automata or a one tape Turing Machine, Winfree et al [W96, WYS96]
proposed self-assembly of 2D arrays of DNA molecules, applying the recombinant DNA nano-fabrication techniques of
Seeman et al [SZC94] in combination with the tiling techniques of Berger [B66]. Winfree et al [WYS96] then provided
further elaboration of this idea to solve a variety of computational problems using unmediated DNA self-assembly.
For example, they propose the use of these unmediated DNA assembly techniques to directly solve the NP-complete
directed Hamiltonian path problem, using a construction similar to the NP-completeness proof of [GJP77] (see also
[GJ79], page 257) for tiling of polynomial size extent. Winfree et al [WYS96] also provided a valuable experimental test
validating the preferential pairing of matching DNA tiles over partially non-matching DNA tiles. Winfree [Win98a]
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made computer simulations of computing by self-assembly of DNA tiles, with a detailed simulation model of the kenetics
of annealing during the self assembly of DNA tiles.
Erik Winfree, et al [WLW+98] recently experimentally constructed the first large (involving thousands of individual
times) two dimensional arrays of DNA crystals by self-assembly of nearly identical DNA tiles. The tiles consisted of
two double-crossovers (DX) which self-assemble into a periodic 2D lattice. They produced spectacular atomic force
microscope(AFM) images of these tilings (by insertion of a hairpin sequence into one of the tiles they created 25 nm
stripes in the lattice). They also verified the assembly by the use of ”reporter” ssDNA sequences. This experiment
provided strong evidence of the feasibility of large scaling self-assembly, but it was not in itself computational. LaBean,
et al [LYR+98] recently designed and experimentally tested in the lab a new DNA tile (TAO35) which is a rectangular
shaped triple crossover molecule with sticky ends on each side that can match with other such tiles and with a ”reporter”
ssDNA sequence that runs through the tile from lower left to upper right, facilitating output of the tiling computation.
Future major milestones will be to experimentally demonstrate: (i) DNA self-assembly for a (non-trivial) computation, and (ii) DNA self-assembly of a (possibly non-computational) 3D tiling.
• Assemblies of Small Size and Depth. To increase the likelihood of success of assembly, Reif [R97] proposed
a step-wise assembly which provides control of the assembly in distinct steps. The total number of steps is bound
by the depth of the assembly. Also, [R97] proposed the use of frames, which are rigid DNA nano-structures used
to constrain the geometry of the assembly and to allow for the placement of input DNA strands on the boundaries
of the tiling assembly. Using these assembly techniques, [R97] proposed LP-BMC methods to solve a number of
fundamental problems that form the basis for the design of many parallel algorithms, for these decreased the size
of the assembly to linear in the input size and and significantly decreased the number of time steps. For example,
the prefix computation problem is the problem of applying an associative operation to all prefixes of a sequence of n
inputs, and can be used to solve arithmetic problems such as integer addition, subtraction, multiplication by a constant
number, finite state automata simulation, and to fingerprint (hash) a string. [R97] gave step-wise assembly algorithms,
with linear assembly size and logarithmic time, for the prefix computation problem. As another example, normal
parallel algorithms [S71, U84, L92] are a large class of parallel algorithms that can be executed in logarithmic time on
shuffle-exchange networks (for example DFT, bitonic merge, and an arbitrary fixed permutation of n data elements in
logarithmic time). [R97] gave LP-BMC methods for perfect shuffle and pair-wise exchange using a linear size assembly
and constant assembly depth, and thus constant time. This allows one to execute normal parallel algorithms using
LP-BMC in logarithmic time. Also, this implies a method for parallel evaluation of a bounded degree Boolean circuit in
time bounded by the circuit depth times a logarithmic factor. Previously, such operations had been implemented using
DP-BMC techniques [R95] in similar time bounds but required a large amount of volume; in contrast the LP-BMC
methods of [R97] require very modest volume. All of these LP-BMC algorithms of [R97] can also use DP-BMC to
simultaneously solve multiple problems with distinct inputs (e.g. do parallel arithmetic on multiple inputs, or determine
satisfying inputs of a circuit), so they are an enhancement of the power of DP-BMC. Jonoska et al [JKS98] describes
techniques for solving the Hamiltonian path problem by self assembly of single strand DNA into three dimensional
DNA structures representing a Hamiltonian path.
(D) The Cellular Processor Paradigm. BMC may make use of microorganisms such as bacteria to do computation.
A cellular processor is a microorganism such as a bacteria, which does computation via a re-engineered regulatory
feedback system for cellular metabolism. The re-engineering involves the insertion of modified regulatory genes. whose
DNA has been modified and engineered so that the cell can compute using regulatory feedback systems used in cellular
metabolism. This paradigm for BMC was first discussed in a science fiction article of Bear [Bea83]. The recent papers
Ji [Ji98] and Kazic [Kaz98] discuss models for doing BMC using cellular processors. Knight and Sussman [KS97] gave a
design for logic gates using cellular processing and are planning an experimental demonstration of a cellular processor.
Alternative Paradigms for BMC. There may well be further alternative paradigms for BMC. For example,
Landweber [La96] proposes the use of RNA rather than DNA as the basis of the biotechnology.
4.2 Enabling Technologies and Experimental Paradigms for QC. As noted above, any QC can be realized by
a universal set of gates consisting of the 2-qubit XOR operation along with some 1-qubit operations. There are two
basic approaches known to do QC:
(A) Micromolecular QC. Here QC on n qubits is executed using n individual atoms, ions or photons, and each
qubit is generally encoded using the quantized states of each individual atom, ion or photon. The readout (observation
operation) is by measurement of the (eigen) state of each individual atom, ion or photon. In the following we enumerate
a number of proposed micromolecular QC methods:
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• Quantum Dots. Burkard [BLD98], Loss et al [LD97], Meekhof et al [MMK+96] describe the use of coupled quantum
dots to do QC. ([Ave97] proposes quantum computation using Cooper pairs.)
• Ion Trap QC. Cirac, Zoller [CZ95], James [Jam97] proposed using a linear array of cold trapped ions (the ions are
trapped by electromagnetic fields) whose energy states are used to store the qubits (also, vibrational modes between
consecutive ions also can be used to store states of qubits). The coupling of the qubits is by electrostatic repulsion
between the ions. Unitary transitions on superpositions can be executed via an associated array of lasers, each of which
pulses a distinct ion; these induce electric dipole moments that determine the transitions. A group at the National
Institute of Standards at Boulder, CO (Meekhof et al [Mee96], Wineland et al [WMM+96, WMI+98], King et al
[KWM98], Turchette et al [TWK+98]) and a group at Los Alamos (Hughes[Hug97], Hughes et al [HJG+98], James
[JGH+98]) have experimentally demonstrated trapped ion QC. These and other researchers have addressed various
key issues associated with quantum computation with trapped ions:
• Deterministic entanglement of two trapped ions (Myatt et al [MLI98]),

• decoherence bounds (Hughes et al [HJK+96] and Plenio, Knight [PK97]),

• measurement and state preparation, i.e., initialization of the collective motion of the trapped ions (Schneider et
al [SWM+98] and King et al [KWM98]),
• coherent quantum-state manipulation of trapped atomic ions (Wineland et al [WMI+98]),

• heating of the quantum ground state of trapped ions (James [Jam98]) and quantum computation with “hot”
trapped ions (Schneider et al [SJM98]).
• Cavity QED. A group at Cal Tech (Turchette [THL+95]) have experimentally demonstrated the use of trapped
photons in a cavity QED system to execute 2-qubit XOR gates and thus in principle can do universal QC. The qubits
are encoded by the circular polarization of photons. interacting. The XOR unitary transitions on superpositions can
be executed by resonance between interacting photons in the cavity; The coupling of qubits is via resonance between
interacting photons using a Cesium atom also in the cavity, and the coupling is tuned by the spacing of mirrors in the
cavity.
• Photonics. Various groups Chuang et al [CY95, CVZ+98] , Torma, Stenholm [TS96] have experimentally demonstrated QC using optical systems where qubits are encoded by photon phases and universal quantum gates are implemented by optical components consisting of beamsplitters and phase shifters as well as (in the case of [TS96]) nonlinear
media (also see the linear optics QC proposed by Adami, Cerf [AC98a]).
• Heteropolymer. This is a polymer consisting of a linear array of atoms, each of which can be either in a ground
or excited energy state. Teich et al [TOM88] first proposed classical (without quantium superpositions) molecular
computations using heteropolymer. Later Lloyd [Llo93] extended the use of heteropolymers to QC, using the energy
states to store the state of the qubits. The coupling of qubits may be via electric dipole moments which causes energy
shifts on adjacent atoms. Unitary transitions on superpositions can be executed via pulses of a laser at particular
frequencies; these induce electric dipole moments that determine the transitions.
• Nuclear Spin. DiVincenzo [DiV97b] Wei et al [WXM98a, WXM98b] proposed the use of nuclear spin to do QC;
see the remarks following the discussion of Bulk QC.
• Quantum Propagation Delays. Castagnoli [Cas97] proposed to do QC using retarded and advanced propagation
of particles through various media.
Of these, Ion Trap QC, Cavity QED QC, and Photonics have been experimentally demonstrated up to a very
small number of qubits (about 3 bits). The apparent intention of such micromolecular methods for QC is to have an
apparatus for storing qubits and executing unitary operations (but not necessarily executing observation operations)
which requires only volume linear in the number of qubits. One difficulty (addressed by Kak [Kak98], Murao et al
[MPP+97]) is purification of the initial state: if the state of a QC is initially in an entangled state, and each of the
quantum gate transformations introduces phase uncertainty during the QC, then effect of these perturbations may
accumulate to make the output to the QC incorrect. A more basic difficulty for these micromolecular methods is that
they all use experimental technology that is not well established as might be; in particular their approaches each involve
containment of atomic size objects (such as individual atoms, ions or photons) and manipulations of their states. A
further difficulty of the micromolecular methods for QC is that apparatus for the observation operation, for even if
observation is approximated, seems to require volume growing exponential with the number of qubits, as described
earlier in this paper.
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(B) Bulk (or NMR) QC. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is an imaging technology using the spin
of the nuclei of a large collection of atoms. Bulk QC is executed on a macroscopic volume containing, in solution
a large number of identical molecules, each of which encodes all the qubits. The molecule can be chosen so that it
has n distinct quantized spins modes (e.g., each of the n nuclei may have a distinct quantized spins). Each of the n
qubits is encoded by one of these spin modes of the molecule. The coupling of qubits is via spin-spin coupling between
pairs of distinct nuclei. Unitary operations such as XOR can be executed by radio frequency (RF) pulses at resonance
frequencies determined in part by this spin-spin coupling between pairs of nuclei (and also by the chemical structure
of the molecule). Bulk QC was independently proposed by Cory, Fahmy, Havel [CFH96] and Gershenfeld, Chuang
[GC97, GC98] Also see Berman et al [BDL+98] and the proposal of Wei et al [WXM98b] for doing NMR QC on doped
crystals rather than in solutions, and see Kane [Kan98] for another solid state NMR architecture using silicon.
• Bulk QC was experimentally tested for the following: quantum search (Jones et al [JMH98] and Jones [Jon98]),
approximate quantum counting (Jones, Mosca [JM98a]) Deutsch’s problem (Jones, Mosca [JM98b]), Deutsch-Jozsa
algorithm on 3 qubits (Linden, Barjat, Freeman[LBR98]).
• Advantages of Bulk QC: (i) it can use well established NMR technology and in particular macroscopic devices,
The main advantages are (ii) the long time duration until decoherence (due to a low coupling with the environment)
and (iii) it currently scales to more qubits than other proposed technologies for QC.
• Disadvantages of Bulk QC: A disadvantage of Bulk QC is that it appears to allow only a weak measurement of
the ensemble average which does not provide a quantum state reduction; that is the weak measurement does not alter
(at least by much) the superposition of states. (Later we suggest an interesting BMC technique for doing observations
(with quantum state reduction) for Bulk QC.) However, known quantum algorithms can still be executed even in this
case (e.g., see Gershenfeld, Chuang [GC97, GC98]). So the lack of strong measurement is not a major disadvantage.
Another disadvantage of Bulk QC is that it appears to require, for a variety of reasons, macroscopic volumes, and
in particular volumes which grow exponential with the number of qubits. Macroscopic volumes appear to be required
for measurement via conventional means. Also, Bulk QC requires the initialization to close to a pure state. If Bulk QC
is done at room temperature, the initialization methods of Cory, Fahmy, Havel [CFH96] (using logical labeling) and
Gershenfeld, Chuang [GC97, GC98] (using spatial averaging) yield a pseudo-pure state, where the number of molecules
actually in the pure state drops exponentially as 1/cn with the number n of qubits, for some constant c (as noted
by Warren [War95]). If we approximate the resulting measurement error√by a normal distribution, the measurement
error is (with high likelihood) at least a√multiplicative factor of 1 − c′ / N , for some constant c′ . To overcome this
measurement error, we need 1/cn > c′ / N , and so we require that the volume be at least N > (cn /c′ )2 . Hence, for
the output of the Bulk QC to be (weakly) measured, the volume (the number N molecules) of Bulk QC needs to grow
exponentially with the number n of qubits. Recently, there have been various other proposed methods for initialization
to a pure state:
• Barnes[Bar98] proposes the use of very low temperatures,

• Gershenfeld, Chuang [GC98] suggest the use of gradient fields.

• Knill et al [KCL97] suggest a randomization technique they call temporal averaging.

• Recent work of Schulman, Vazirani [SV98] provides polynomial volume for initialization, with the assumption of
an exponential decrease in spin-spin correlations with the distance between the nuclei located within a molecule
(in particular, they assume that the statistical correlation between and two bits on a molecule falls of exponentially
with the distance between these bits). Although their methods may provide a solution in practice, known interatomic interactions such as the spin-spin correlations are generally considered to be governed by potential force
laws which decrease by inverse polynomial powers rather than by an exponential decrease.
It has not yet been experimentally established which of these pure state initialization methods scale to a large number
of qubits without large volume.
(Note: Some physicists feel that it has not been clearly established whether: (a) NMR is actually a quantum
phenomenon with quantum superposition of basis states, or (b) if NMR just mimics a quantum phenomenon and is
actually just classical parallelism, where the quantum superposition of basis states is encoded using multiple molecules
where each molecule is in a distinct basis state. If the latter is true with each molecule is in a distinct basis state, then
(see Williams and Clearwater [WC96]) the volume may grow grow exponentially with the number n of qubits, since
each basis state may need to be stored by at least one molecule, and the number of basis states can be 2n . Also, even
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if each molecule is in some partially mixed quantum state (see Zyczkowski et al [ZHS98]), the volume may still need
to grow very large.)
In summary, some possible disadvantages of Bulk QC that may make it difficulty to scale are (i) the inability to
do observation (strong measurement with quantum state reduction), (ii) the difficulty to do even a weak measurement
without the use of exponential volume, (iii) difficulty (possibly now resolved) to obtain pure initial states without
the use of exponential volume, (iv) the possibility that Bulk QC is not a quantum phenomena at all (an unresolved
controversy within physics), and so may require use of exponential volume.
It is interesting to consider whether NNR can be scaled down from the macroscopic to molecular level. DiVincenzo
[DiV97b] Wei et al [WXM98a, WXM98b] propose doing QC using the nuclear spins of atoms or electrons in a single
trapped molecule. The main advantages are (i) small volume and (ii) the long time duration until decoherence (an
advantage shared with NMR). The key difficulty of this approach is the measurement of the state of each spin, which
does not appear to be feasible by the mechanical techniques for detection of magnetic resonance usual used in NMR,
which can only do detection of the spin for large ensembles of atoms.

5

Correcting Errors

5.1 Correcting Errors in BMC. BMC has certain requirements not met by conventional recombinant DNA technology. Various methods have been developed which improve conventional recombinant DNA to obtain high yields and
to allow for repeatability of operations. Also, analytic and simulation models of key recombinant DNA operations are
being developed.
• Efficient Error-resistant Separations. Separation operations involve the isolation of all DNA with particular
n-mer subsequences. Certain BMC methods require separation operations with high efficiency and high specificity.
Approaches to solve this problem include the use of solid support, and most importantly the careful design of the
n-mers used in separations. See Chen and Wood [CW97] and Deputat, Hajduczok, and Schmitt [KG97] for DNA
separation techniques which may provide low error rates. Also see Boneh and Lipton [BL95a], Amos, Gibbons, and
Hodgson [AGH96] and Deputat, Hajduczok, and Schmitt [DHS97] for methods that make BMC error resistant.
• Ligation Errors. Yoshinobu et al [YAT+98] describe models for ligation errors and propose methods for compensating for them in BMC.
• Word Design for BMC is the problem of designing of a library of short n-mer sequences (DNA words) for
information storage. Word design is crucial to error control in BMC. Ideally, a good word design will minimize unwanted
secondary structure, and minimize mismatching, by maximizing binding specificity. Note that there are conflicting
requirements on word design for BMC: as strand length decreases (which is desirable), the Hamming distance between
distinct words of information decreases (which is not desirable). Adleman [A94] and Lipton [L94] first suggested the
use of random strings for word design, noting that DNA strings are non-degenerate with high likelihood. Evolutionary
search methods for word designs are described in [DMRGF+97]. Other word designs for BMC are described in
[B96, DMGFS96, M96, GDNMF97]. Laboratory experiments of word designs are described in Libchaber [KCL96] and
ligation experiments are described by Jonoska and Karl [JK97a]. Related issues in DNA computer system design have
been addressed in [A96] by Amenyo. Word designs for surface-based chemistry is considered in [GFBCL+96] and
in [FTCSC97], which provides a four-base mismatch word design. [CRFCC+96] shows that surface morphology may
be an important factor for discrimination of mismatched DNA sequences. Wood [Woo98] considers the use of error
correcting codes for word design and to decrease errors in BMC. Hartemink et al [HGL98] describes an automated
constraint-based procedure for nucleotide sequence selection for BMC.
5.2 Correcting Errors in QC.
• Decoherence Errors in QC. Quantum decoherence is the gradual introduction of errors of amplitude in the quantum
superposition of basis states. All known experimental implementations of QC suffer from the gradual decoherence of
entangled states. The rate of decoherence per step of QC depends on the specific technology implementing QC. A
significant property of Shor’s algorithm is that the precision of the amplitudes in the superpositions need be only a
polynomial number of bits. Although the addition of decoherence errors in the amplitudes may at first not have a
major effect on the QC, the affect of the errors may accumulate over time and completely destroy the computation.
Researchers have dealt with decoherence errors by extending classical error correction techniques to quantum analogs.
Generally, there is assumed a decoherence error model where the errors introduced are assumed to be uniform random
with bounded magnitude, independently for each qubit.
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• Quantum Codes. Shor[Sho95] and Steane[Ste96a] gave the first techniques for reducing quantum decoherence, by
the addition of extra qubits which are then projected via observation operations to eliminate errors in the superposition.
Calderbank, Shor [CS95] and Steane [Ste96b] then proved that QC can be done with bounded decoherence error,
assuming the error correction mechanism is without error itself. Bennett et al [BDS+96], Laflamme [LMP+96] gave
the first optimal 5-qubit codes, leading to asymptotically optimal (for large code blocks) quantum error correction
codes. Shor [Sho96] and Kitaev [KY96,Kit97] extended these techniques to do fault tolerant quantum computation on
quantum networks, in the presence of bounded decoherence error, even if the error correction mechanism also suffers
from error decoherence errors. A final innovation (Gottesman et al [GEK+96], Aharonov, Ben-O [AB97], Knill et al
[KLZ96, KLZ97]) was concatenated versions of the above quantum codes that allow for arbitrarily long QC in the
presence of arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily random) decoherence error below a fixed constant threshold. Current bounds
on this threshold are very small, and it seems likely (although it is not yet known) they can be increased to above the
decoherance error bounds of experimental techniques for QC.
• Quantum Coding Theory. The qubit can be defined in quantum information theory as the amount of information
that can be carried in a quantum system with two basis states, e.g. the internal degree of freedom of a polarized
photon. The qubit is thus fundamental unit of quantum channel capacity. Nielsen [Nie96], (Svozil [Svo95,Svo96],
Holevo [Hol97], Knill, Laflamme [KL96a, KL96b], Ohya [Ohy98], develop a theory of quantum error-correcting codes
and quantum information theory), e.g., they give the definition of quantum mutual entropy for an entangled state.
Buhrman et al [BCW98], Adami, Cerf [AC98b] contrast quantum information theory with classical information theory.
Quantum channel capacity has been investigated for noisy channels (DiVincenzo, et al [DSS+95], Holevo [Hol96],
Barnum et al [BNS+97], Bennett et al [BDS98,BBP+96]), very noisy channels (Shor, Smolin [SS98]), and quantum
erasure channels (Bennett et al [BDS97b]). Fuchs [Fuc97] showed that nonorthogonal quantum states maximize classical
information capacity. (Also, Helstrom [H97,H98] defines a quantum theory of information detection, and Fuchs [Fuc96]
defines a quantum theory of information distinguishability.)
5.3 Quantum Compression Holevo [H97] (also see Fuchs and Caves [FC94]) proved that quantum methods can not
increase the bandwidth for transmission of classical information. However, entangled states can be compressed even
more. Schumacher [Sch95] considered compression and decompression of a noiseless source of n quantum bits (qubits),
each sampled independently from a given mixed state quantum ensemble. For such a quantum source, the compression
factor obtainable by classical information theory is limited by the Shannon entropy, which in general (except in the
case where the quantum ensemble has only orthogonal states) is less than the quantum compression factor given by
the von Neumann entropy. In particular, Schumacher [Sch95] proved a quantum noiseless coding theorem that states
that the source’s von Neumann entropy is the number of qubits per source state which is necessary and sufficient to
asymptotically (in the limit of large code-block size) encode the output of the source with arbitrarily high fidelity.
The quantum noiseless coding of Schumacher has asymptotically optimal fidelity and size; the resulting compressed
number of qubits can be far fewer than in the classical case. As an example of a source with low von Neumann entropy,
consider N photons polarized randomly, equiprobably at 0 or 1. A quantum encoder can compress these photons into
an entangled state just a few photons. Then a quantum decoder can the recover the original N photons (with arbitrarily
high fidelity for large N ) from the compressed photons. Bennett et al [BBJ+94] gave a quantum algorithm for the
extraction of classical information from a quantum noiseless coding. Cleve, DiVincenzo [CD96] then developed the first
polynomial time quantum algorithm for doing the Schumacher quantum noiseless coding and decoding, costing Ω(n3 )
elementary quantum operations. Up to then, this was the fastest previous algorithm for the Schumacher encoding
and decoding functions. Recently Reif [Rei98a] gave a time efficient algorithm for asymptotically optimal noiseless
quantum compression and decompression, costing only O(n(log 4 n) log log n) elementary quantum operations. The
coding of [Rei98a] employed a modified coding that was still asymptotically optimal in fidelity and size.

6

Applications

6.1 Applications of BMC.
There are a wide variety of problems (up to moderate sizes) that may benefit from the massive parallelism and
nano-scale miniaturization available to BMC.
• NP search problems. These are a class of computational problems apparently requiring a large combinatorial
search for their solution, but requiring modest work to verify a correct solution. NP search problems may be solved by
BMC by (i) assembling a large number of potential solutions to the search problem, where each potential solution is
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encoded on a distinct strand of DNA, and (ii) then performing recombinant DNA operations which separate out the
correct solutions of the problem. DP-BMC has been proposed for the following NP search problems:
(i) Hamiltonian path. In additon to Adleman [A94], see [G94, KTL97] and Fu et al [FBZ98] for improvements to
Adleman’s [A94] Hamiltonian path BMC experiment, and see [MoS97] for related methods.
(ii) SAT is the problem of finding variable assignments that satisfy a Boolean formula. Lipton [L94] proposed use of
DP-BMC for finding satisfying inputs to a Boolean expression, and this approach was generalized in [BDLS95] to solve
the SAT problem. Also Eng [Eng98] proposed in vivo BMC methods for SAT.
(iii) Graph coloring (Jonoska and Karl [JK96]).
(iv) Shortest common superstring problem (Gloor et al [GKG+98]).
(v) Integer factorization (Beaver [Be94]).
(vi) Breaking the DES cryptosystem ([BDL95] and [ARRW96]).
(vii) Protein conformation (Conrad and Zauner [CZ97]).
– Surface-Based NP search. Eng, and Serridge [ES97] give a surface-based DP-BMC algorithm for minimal set cover.
Wang [WQF+98] describe the experimental execution, within surface based BMC, of the operations: DESTROY and
READOUT DNA computing operations: DESTROY and READOUT using a one word approach to solve a satisfiability
problem. Liu et al [LFW+98] give an experimental demonstration of surface based BMC using a one word approach
to solve a SAT problem.
Eng [Eng98] proposes in vivo BMC methods for the NP complete problem of satisfiability of Boolean formula in
3CNF form.
– NP search using RNA. Recently Cukras, Faulhammer, Lipton, and Landweber [CFL+98] gave an impressive
experimental demonstration of a BMC method for the solution of a class of SAT problems (derived from the knights
problem in Chess), that appears likely to scale to at least moderate number of Boolean variables (say 18 to 24). Their
method was also significant due to their use of RNA rather than DNA and their development of a powerful evolutionary
method for doing the combinatorial search to optimize their DNA word codes.
– Whiplash PCR (Hagiya and Arita [HA97]) Is a DP-BMC method that uses the end segments of DNA strands to
do editing and processing within the interior of the strand. Hagiya and Arita [HA97] showed that Whiplash PCR can
be used for SAT problems for a class of Boolean formulas known as µ-formulas, and Winfree [Win98b] extended these
techniques to solve general SAT problems. Sakamoto et al [SKK+98] describe how to do finite state transitions using
Whiplash PCR, using a graduated scale of melting temperatures to reduce the number of laboratory steps, and also
describes implementations of these methods.
– Decreasing the Volume Used in NP search. In all these methods, the number of steps grows as a polynomial
function of the size of the input, but the volume grows exponentially with the input. For exact solutions of NP complete
problems, we may benefit from a more general type of computation than simply brute force search. The molecular
computation needs to be general enough to implement sophisticated heuristics, which may result in a smaller search
space and volume. For example, Ogihara and Ray [OR97a] proposed a DP-BMC method for decreasing the volume
(providing a smaller constant base of the exponential growth rate) required to solve the SAT problem. The difficulty
with many of these approaches for NP search is that they initially generate a very large volume containing all possible
solutions. An alternative heuristic approach of iteratively refining the solution space. to solve NP search problems has
been suggested by Hagiya and Arita [HA97] and Cukras et al [CFL+98], and may in practice give a significant decrease
in the volume.
• Combinatorial Chemistry as NP Searches. Combinatorial chemistry techniques (also known as diversity
techniques) have been used by biochemists to do combinatorial searches for biological objects with special properties.
These techniques were very similar to the use of massive parallelism in BMC to solve NP search problems. Generally,
they use recombinant DNA techniques to first construct a large pool of random sequences and then choose elements
with specific properties from within the pool. For example, in a widely cited paper, Alper [Al94] discusses the use of
diversity techniques for drug discovery. Also, Bartel and Szostak [BS91] constructed a large pool of random sequences
and then isolated new ribozymes. Also, Eigen and Rigler [ER94] developed techniques for sorting molecules by closeness
metrics. The disciplines of combinatorial chemistry and BMC may benefit by combining some of their techniques. For
example, the search space of combinatorial chemistry might be decreased by sophisticated heuristics used in NP search
methods.
• Huge Associative Memories. BMC has the potential to provide huge memories. Each individual strand of DNA
can encode binary information. A small volume can contain a vast number of molecules. As we have discussed in
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Section 3, DNA in weak solution in one liter of water can encode 107 to 108 tera-bytes, and we can perform massively
parallel associative searches on these memories. Baum [B95] (also see Lipton [L96]) proposed a parallel memory where
DNA strands are used to store memory words, and provided a method for doing associative memory searches using
complementary matching. Lipton [Lip98] describes the use of web data bases and associative search within them to do
cryptoanalysis.
This idea for associative memory can be extended to allow us to execute operations in parallel, that is to do
concurrent word searches. From this follows the concept of a data base molecular computer using DP-BMC. The
time and volume efficiency of associative memory searches can be improved by the use of MEMS micro-flow device
technology (Gehani and Reif [GR98a]) to segragate pools (micro-Test Tubes) of DNA strands to be searched, and to
apply the searches in parallel for each pool.
• Massively Parallel Machines. BMC also has the potential to supply massive computational power. BMC can
be used as a parallel machine where each processor’s state is encoded by a DNA strand. BMC can perform massively
parallel computations by executing recombinant DNA operations that act on all the DNA molecules at the same time.
These recombinant DNA operations may be performed to execute massively parallel local memory read/write, logical
operations and also further basic operations on words such as parallel arithmetic. As we have discussed in Section 3,
DNA in weak solution in one liter of water can encode the state of about 1018 processors, and since certain recombinant
DNA operations can take many minutes, the overall potential for a massively parallel BMC machines is about 1, 000
tera-ops. (This assumes the parallel machine uses local rather than global shared memory. To allow such a parallel
machine to use global shared memory, we need to do massively parallel message (DNA strand) routing. As observed in
Section 2, Reif’s [R95] BMC simulation of a PRAM with shared memory required volume growing at least quadratically
with size of the storage of the PRAM, but Gehani and Reif [GR98a] describe a MEMS micro-flow device technology
that can do the massively parallel message routing with a substantial decrease in the volume.)
• Other Algorithmic Applications of DP-BMC. DP-BMC may also be used to speed up computations that
would require polynomial time on conventional machines: Beigel and Fu [BF97] discuss approximation algorithm for
NP search problems, Baum and Boneh discuss DP-BMC methods for executing dynamic programming algorithms, and
Oliver [O96] discusses DP-BMC methods for matrix multiplication.
• Neural Network Learning and Image Recognition. Mills, Yurke, and Platzman [MYP98] propose a rather
innovative BMC system for error-tolerant learning in a neural network, which is intended to be used for associative
matching of images. They use a DP-BMC method for matrix multiplication (Oliver [O96]) to implement the inner
products required for neural network training and evaluation, and their proposed BMC system also makes innovative
use of DNA chips for I/O.
• DNA Nano-fabrication and Self-assembly. BMC techniques combined with Seeman’s DNA nano-fabrication
techniques may allow for the self-assembly of DNA tiles into lattices in 2 and 3 dimensions and the construction of
complex nano-structures that encode computations.
• Biological Applications: Processing of Natural DNA. The field of BMC has restricted its attention mostly to
applications which are computational problems, e.g., NP search problems. In this respect, it is still in search of a killer
application [R96]. BMC techniques may also be used in problems that are not implicitly digital in nature, for example
the processing of natural (biologically derived) DNA. These techniques may be used to provide improved methods
for the sequencing and fingerprinting of natural DNA, and the solution of other biomedical problems. The results of
processing natural DNA can be used to form wet data bases with re-coded DNA in solution, and BMC can be used to
do fast searches and data base operations on these wet databases. However, BMC techniques might be ideally suited to
solve problems in molecular biology which inherently involve natural DNA, that is DNA that is biologically derived (as
opposed to artificially synthesized DNA which is coded over a given word alphabet). Lipton, Boneh, and Landweber
[LBL 96] considered such a class of problems, including sequencing, fingerprinting and mutation detection. These may
well be the killer applications of BMC. An experimental demonstration, at moderate scale, of a BMC method for solving
a significant problem in molecular biology with natural DNA inputs, will be a major milestone in BMC.
– Re-coding DNA. One interesting approach to use BMC to solve problems concerning natural DNA is to allow
natural DNA to be re-coded. The natural DNA is re-coded as sequences of encoded n-mers. This re-coding allows the
DNA to be then operated in a purely digital manner. The processing of re-coded DNA can then be done by the usual
BMC techniques. This is the DNA2 DNA paradigm of Landweber and Lipton [LL97].
– DNA Sequencing. One possible application considered by [LL97] is DNA sequencing by hybridization [DDSPL+ 93],
which is quite different to the enzymatic sequencing techniques commonly used [S88]. Redundant re-coding of n-mers
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may be used to reduce errors due to incomplete hybridize. These redundant encodings would be constructed and
attached to the n-mers using known BMC methods, yielding an encoded array of n-mers providing the DNA sequence
information (also see Boneh and Lipton [BL95b] for a quite distinct divide and conquer approach to DNA sequencing).
–Further Processing of Re-coded DNA. Once natural DNA is re-coded, general BMC methods may be used to
speed up many other key applications in biology and medicine [SM97], such as fingerprinting and mutation detection.
Re-coded natural DNA derived from many sources can be used to assemble large wet data bases containing DNA that
encodes data of biological interest, without the problem inherent in I/O to an electronic medium. BMC, with its huge
memory capacity, has a considerable advantage over conventional technologies for storing such biological data bases.
Once the wet data bases are assembled then we can do further processing using BMC techniques, for example we can
do fast associative searches (Baum [B96]) in these wet data bases.
• Approximate Counting of DNA. Faulhammer, Lipton, and Landweber [FLL98] give a BMC method for estimating
the number of DNA strands within a test tube.
6. 2 Applications of QC. The early literature in QC provided some examples of QC algorithms for problems
constructed for the reasonable purpose of showing that QC can solve some problems more efficiently than conventional
sequential computing models. Later, quantum algorithms were developed for variety of useful applications.
• Quantum Fourier Transforms. Drutsch, Jozsa [DJ92] gave an O(n) time quantum algorithm for creating a
uniform superposition of all possible values of n bits, which is a quantum Fourier transform over the finite field of size
2. Simon [Sim94] used this quantum Fourier transform to gave an efficient time quantum algorithm for determining
whether a function over a finite domain is invariant under some XOR-mask. This provided the one of the first
examples of a quantum algorithm that efficiently solves an interesting problem that is costly for classical computation.
Brassard, Hoyer [BH97] recently gave improvements to Simon’s algorithm. There have been a number of efficient
quantum algorithms for extensions of the quantum Fourier transform: to the approximate quantum Fourier transform
(Coppersmith [Cop94]), over various domains (Griffiths, Niu [GN96], Hoyer [Hoy97]), over symmetric groups (Beals
[Bea98]), over certain non-abelian groups (Pueschel, Roetteler, Bet [PRB98]), Vedral, Barenco, Ekert [VBE96] give
efficient quantum networks for elementary arithmetic operations, using the quantum Fourier transform. Grigoriev
[Gri97] used the quantum Fourier transform to test shift-equivalence of polynomials.
• Quantum Factoring. The most notable algorithmic result in QC to date is the quantum algorithm of Shor [Sho94,
Sho97] (also see a review of the algorithm is given by Ekert and Jozsa [EJ96]) for discrete logarithm and integer
factorization in polynomial time (with modest amplitude precision). Shor’s algorithm uses efficient reduction from
integer factoring to the problem of approximately computing the period (length of a orbit) within an integer ring
due to Miller [Mil97]. Shor approximates the period by repeated the use of a quantum Fourier transform over an
integer ring and greatest common divisor computations. There has been considerable further work on Shor’s quantum
factoring algorithm: Zalka [Zal98] improved the time complexity, Beckman et al [BCD+96] describe it’s execution
on quantum networks with small size and depth, Obenland, Despain [OD96a], Plenio, Knight [PK96] consider the
feasibility of executing Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm on various quantum computer architectures (the latter
provide somewhat pessimistic lower bounds for the factorization time of large numbers on a quantum computer in
the presence of decoherance errors.) Kitaev [Kit95] gave an independent derivation of Shor’s factoring result using a
reduction to find an abelian stabilizer.
• Quantum Search. Another significant efficient
√ QC algorithmic result is the algorithm of Grover [Gro96], which
searches within a data base of size N in time N (An interesting property of the Grover’s algorithm for search is
its similarity to the quantum Zeno affect
√ technique for quantum measurement Kwiat et al [KWHZK95,KWZ96]. In
particular, the algorithm also uses O( N ) stages of unitary operations, each quite similar to a stage of the quantum
Zeno sensing method.) Grover refined his result to require only a single query [Gro97], and to use almost any unitary
transformation [Gro98], Zalka [Zal97] showed Grover’s algorithm can not be further asymptotically sped up and so
is optimal for data base search, and Pati [PAT98] gave further improvements to the bounds. Biron et al [BBB+98],
extended Grover’s algorithm to arbitrary initial amplitude distribution. Cockshott [Coc97] gave fast quantum algorithms for executing more general operations on relational databases, and Benjamin, Johnson [BJ98] discuss the use of
Grover’s algorithm and related quantum algorithms for other data processing problems. Farhi et al [FGG+98] showed
that Grover’s algorithm could not be extend to quickly determine parity of N bits; in particular they showed that
any quantum algorithm for parity takes at least N/2 steps. Brassard et al [BHT96,BHT98] combine the algorithmic
techniques of Grover and Shor to give a fast quantum algorithm for approximately counting (i.e., finding the number
of matches in a database).
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While Grover’s algorithm is clearly an improvement over linear sequential search in a data base, it appears less
impressive in the case of an explicitly defined data base which needs to be stored in volume N . Methods for BMC (and
also a number of methods for massively parallel computation) can do search in a data base of size N in time at most
polylogarithmic with N , by relatively straightforward use of parallel search Moreover, Grover’s algorithm may not have
a clear advantage even in the case of an implicitly defined data base, which does not need to be stored, but instead
can be constructed on the fly (e.g., that arising from NP search methods). In this case, Grover’s
search algorithm can
√
be used to speed up combinatorial search within a domain of size N to a time bound of O( N ), (Hogg [Hog96], Hogg,
Yanik [HY98] investigate similar quantum search techniques for local and other combinatorial search problems), and in
this case Grover’s algorithm appears to require only volume logarithmic in the search space size N . In contrast, BMC
takes volume linear in the combinatorial search space, but takes just time polylogorithmic in the search space.
• Quantum Simulations in Physics. The first application proposed for QC (Feynman [Fey82]) was for simulating
quantum physics. In principle, quantum computers provide universal quantum simulation of any quantum mechanical
physical system (Lloyd [Llo96], Zalka[Zal96a], Boghosian [Bog98])). Proposed QC simulations of quantum mechanical
systems include: many-body systems (Wiesner[Wie96]), many-body Fermi systems (Abrams, Lloyd [AL97]), multiparticle (ballistic) evolution (Benioff [Ben96]), quantum lattice-gas models (Boghosian, Taylor [BT96]), Meyer [Mey96a,
Mey96b]), Ising spin glasses (Lidar, Biham [LB97]), the thermal rate constant (Lidar, Wang [LW98], quantum chaos
(Schack [Sch97]).
• Quantum Cryptography. Bennett et al [BBB+82] gave the first methods for quantum cryptography using qubits
as keys, which are secure against all possible types of attacks. Surveys of quantum cryptography are given in Bennett,
Brassard, Ekert [BBE92], Brassard [Bra93], Bennett, Brassard [BB84b], Brassard [Bra94]. Ozhigov [Ozh97a] gives
a protocol for security of information in quantum databases. Hruby [Hru94] discusses further methods for quantum
cryptography. Bennett et al [BBB+92], Hughes et al [HLM+96] describes experiments of quantum cryptography,
including optical fibers.
Bennett et al [BBC+91] gave a protocol for quantum oblivious transfer. Mayers [May95] gives quantum oblivious
transfer and key distribution protocols and Mayers [May96] extends the protocols to noisy channels. Lo, Chau [LC98]
give a quantum key distribution protocol which is unconditionally secure over arbitrarily long distance.
Brassard, Crpeau [BC90] gave quantum bit commitment and quantum coin tossing protocols. Brassard et al [BCJ93]
gives quantum bit commitment scheme provably unbreakable by both parties. Yao [Yao95] proved quantum protocols
secure against coherent measurements. Brassard et al [BCM+98] shows how to defeat classical bit commitments with a
quantum computer. Chau, Lo [CL98] gives further methods for qubit commitment. Crpeau et al [CS95] gives protocols
for quantum oblivious mutual identification. (Lo, Chau [LC98] have recently argued that quantum bit commitment
and ideal quantum coin tossing are impossible in certain cases that may not be covered in the above results.)
• Distributed Quantum Networks. Future hardware will have to be fast, scalable, and highly parallelizable. A
quantum network is a network of QCs executing over a spatially distributed network, where quantum entanglement is
distributed among distant nodes in the quantum network. Thus, using distributed entanglement, a quantum network
distributes the parts of an entangled state to various processors, which can to act on the parts independently. Pellizzari
[Pel97] proposes quantum networks using optical fibers, and Cirac, Zoller et al [CZ97], and Bose, Vedral [BVK97]
show state transfer distribution can be done among distant nodes. For example, [CZ97] use a cavity QED device that
traps atoms in multiple cavities and exchanges photons between the cavities to establish the distributed entanglement.
Various basic difficulties were overcome:
– How can one do state transfer distribution? Bennett et al [BBC93, BBP+96], Brassard [Bra96] developed a technique
known as teleportation to transmit arbitrary input states with perfect fidelity. It does this by separating the input state
into classical and quantum components. The input can then be reconstructed from these components with perfect
fidelity.
– How can one cope with communication errors and attenuation in a quantum network? Wootters, Zurek [WZ82] proved
that a single quantum cannot be cloned. (note: Buzek, Hillery [BH98] recently claimed a universal optimal cloning
of qubits and quantum registers in a distributed quantum network, but this seem inconsistent with the no-coning
theorem). That no-cloning theorem implies that once a signal becomes attenuated in a an optical fiber communication
channel, then it cannot in general be amplified. Hence it would at first appear that communication and quantum
network links may be limited to distances of the order of the attenuation length in the fiber. However, the range of
quantum communication could be extended using quantum repeaters that do quantum error correction, restoring the
quantum signal without reading the quantum information. Ekert, Huelga et al [CZ97], Knill, Laflamme, Zurek [KLZ96]
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extend the techniques of distributed quantum computation to noisy channels, and showed that for quantum memories
and quantum communication, a state can be transmitted over arbitrary distances with bounded error, provided a
minimum gate accuracy can be achieved which is a constant factor of this error.
• Quantum Learning. QC may have some interesting applications the learning theory and related problems. Bshouty,
Jackson [BJ95] describe learning Boolean formulas in disjunctive normal form (DNF) over the uniform distribution of
inputs, using a quantum example oracle, and Ventura, Martinez [VM98c] describe a QC learning algorithm for learning
DNF using a classical example oracle. Also, Yu, Vlasov [YV96] describe image recognition using QC, Tucci [Tuc98]
investigates quantum bayesian networks, and Ventura, Martinez [VM98b] describe a quantum associative memory,
• Quantum Robotics. Benioff [Ben97] considers a distributed QC system with mobile quantum robots that can carry
out carrying out measurements and physical experiments on the environment, and as an example gives an algorithm
for the problem of measuring the distance between a quantum robot and a particle on a 1D space lattice. Hogg [Hog96]
proposes the use of distributed QC to allow small-scale sensors and actuators to be controlled in a distributed manner.
Further discussion of the applications of QC are given by Landauer [Lan95,Lan97].
• Winding Up Quantum Clocks. The precision of atomic clocks are limited by the spontaneous decay lifetimes of
excited atomic states. An interesting application of QC proposed by Huelga [HMP+97]) and Bollinger et al [Bol96] is
to extend these lifetimes by using quantum error correcting codes to inhibit the spontaneous decay. A similar idea can
be used for improving the precision of frequency standards and interferometers.

7

Hybrids of BMC and QC

7.1 Applications of QC to BMC. It is interesting to envision a BMC that uses quantum affects to aid in its I/O.
A method for (nearly) interaction-free measurement (IFM) specifies the design of a quantum optical sensing system
that is able to determine with arbitrarily high likelihood if an obstructing body has been inserted into the system,
without moving or modifying its optical components; moreover, In the case that the obstructing body is present, IFM
uses at most an arbitrarily small multiplicative factor of the input intensity to do the sensing. Kwiat et al [KWHZK95]
(also see [KWZ96]) have given a method for IFM which does repeated rounds of measurement to affect small phase
changes that eventually determine (via the quantum Zeno effect) whether an obstructing body has been inserted. The
use of their method for IMF however has some limitations, since if the obstructing body has not been inserted, then
the amount of sensing can be quite large. Reif [Rei98a] defines (nearly) interaction-free sensing (IFS) similarly to
IFM, except an upper bound is imposed on both the intensity to do the sensing (which again is an arbitrarily small
multiplicative factor of the input intensity) whether or not the obstructing body is present. A quantum optical method
for IFS (but not IFM) may be used to do I/O with bandwidth reduced by an arbitrarily small multiplicative factor of
the bandwidth required for classical (e.g., conventional optical or electronic) I/O methods Reif [Rei98a] proves there is
no method for IFS with unitary transformations, and so concludes I/O bandwidth can not be significantly reduced by
such quantum methods for sensing. (Also see Holevo [H97], Fuchs and Caves [FC94] for proof that quantum methods
can not increase the bandwidth for transmission of classical information.) We can apply the quantum Zeno affect
(using techniques similar to those used for IMF) to do exquisite detection (of say, of a single molecule) within a large
container of fluid, by taking quantum samples of the volume, and doing repeated rounds of sensing. If the molecule to
be detected is in fact in the fluid, then the amount of sensing is very small quantity quickly decreasing with the number
of rounds. However, if a molecule is not in the fluid, then the amount of sensing by this method can be quite large.
(The result of Reif [Rei98a] implies that quantum techniques can not reduce the amount of sensing for both cases.)
7.2 Applications of BMC to QC. One interesting application of BMC is to do the observation operation for Bulk
QC. Here we assume that the Bulk QC is being executed on a macroscopic volume of solution, containing a large
number of micromolecules which are the quantum components for the Bulk QC unitary operations. Recall that Bulk
QC can only do a weak measurement of the state of the spins; the weak measurement does not much affect the state
superposition. We would like instead to do an observation operation which reduces the current state superposition.
A possible technique is to place each of these micromolecule onto or within a host (e.g., a natural or artificial cell,
or a macromolecule such as a protein, DNA, or RNA). The host should be much larger than the micromolecule, but
still microscopic. There are a number of techniques where by the host might be used to a do an observation of the
state of the qubit spins of the micromolecule (perhaps via a nearly irreversible chemical reaction), which results in a
reduction of the micromolecule’s state superposition. (This idea has two precedents: (i) it is mentioned in a novel of
Bear [Bea83] (which incidentally was the first science fiction novel involving BMC), and (ii) Mavromatos [Nan96]and
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Mavromatos et al [MN96a,MN96b] conjectured (but there is little or no concrete experimental evidence to this) a
quantum mechanism in microtubules of neurons.) A key reservation to this technique the apparent large growth of the
size of the measurement apparatus with the number of qubits.

8

Conclusion and Acknowledgements

Comparison of Current BMC and QC with early VLSI. BMC and QC are new fields, with largely unexplored
methodologies. We find it interesting to compare BMC in the later 1990’s with the state of VLSI in 1970s, which
had (i) multiple enabling technologies which were quickly advancing, (ii) evolving algorithmic paradigms, (iii) lack of
simulation models and software for design and simulation of chip designs, and thus (iv) (at the time) high risk. In
particular, in the 1970’s, the design and fabrication of a VLSI chip was perhaps less an engineering discipline than an
art prone to failures, due in part to the lack of developement of (a) exact models for the device physics, (b) software
tools for software for design and simulation, and (c) parallel algorithmic design principles.
Through the late 1980’s and 1990’s, these problems were alleviated for VLSI by the stabilization of the major
enabling technology (CMOS), and by major investment by the US government and industry in process modeling and
software tools for simulation, allowing for much higher yields in fabrication, and thus considerably lower risk. Also, by
this time, there is a mature understanding of parallel algorithmic design principles and high performance architectures
(e.g., systolic) for VLSI, thanks to major federal funding programs in these areas. A high pace of improvement in VLSI
performance has been sustained for many years, but may slow in the future due to ultimate physical limitations.
Both BMC and QC suffer from difficulties similar to those suffered by VLSI in the 1970’s. Currently, the design
and execution of a BMC or QC experiment in the laboratory is supported with only a few software tools for design
and simulation prior to doing the experiment:
• Computer Simulations of BMC. A preliminary version of a Java software tool for simulating BMC has been
developed by Gehani, Reif [GR98b].
• Computer Simulations of QC. Obenland, Despain [OD97, D98a, D98b] have given efficient computer simulations
of QC, including errors and decoherence, and Cerf, S. E. Koonin [CK98] have given Monte Carlo simulations of QC.
In spite of advanced technologies for Recombinant DNA and for quantum apparatus, experiments in BMC and QC
are highly prone to errors. We have discussed techniques that alleviate some of these errors, but this clearly motivates
the need to further develope software tools for design and simulation of BMC and QC experiments.
Also, there is at this time no consensus on which methods for doing BMC and QC are the best; as we have
seen there are multiple approaches that may have success. While some of the current experiments in BMC are using
conventional solution-based recombinant DNA technology, others are employing alternative biotechnology (such as
surface attachments). It is also not yet clear which of the paradigms for BMC will be preeminent. There is a similar
lack of consensus within QC of the best and most scalable technologies. To a degree, this diversity of approaches may
in itself be an advantage, since it will increase the likelihood of prototyping and establishing successful methodologies.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank G. Brassard for his clear explanation of numerous results in the field
of QC. Also, I would like to thank P. Shor and U. Vazirani for references and illuminating discussions on quantum
computation, and in particular on the issue of volume bounds for quantum observation.
Note: This paper has approximately 646 references, including 270 references to BMC and 385 references
to QC. Due to page length constraints, the references are partitioned into a list of references for BMC
followed by and a separate reference list of references for QC.
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